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▶ die neue EX-word-Generation

▶  professionelle Inhalte für Schüler und Studenten, Lehrer und Professoren, 

Business und Reisen

▶  Vertrieb durch den Hueber Verlag an den Buchhandel und an Institutionen 

der Erwachsenenbildung in Deutschland, Österreich und der Schweiz

Jetzt informieren! 
www.hueber.de/ex-word

Edition bi:libri – unser Partner für zweisprachige Kinderbücher

▶  zwei- und mehrsprachige Bücher für Kinder im Vor- und 

Grundschulalter

▶  für Englisch, Französisch, Griechisch, Italienisch, Russisch, 

Spanisch und Türkisch – immer in Kombination mit Deutsch

Jetzt informieren! 

www.hueber.de/bilibri 

GRUBBE MEDIA – unser Partner für Sprachspiele

▶ mit Spaß am Spiel die Sprachkenntnisse verbessern

▶  für Deutsch, Englisch, Französisch, Italienisch und Spanisch

Jetzt informieren! 
www.hueber.de/sprachspiele

CASIO – unser Partner für elektronische Wörterbücher

EX-word
Available 

products: 

‣ EW-G6600C 

‣ EW-G6500CP

‣ EW-G570C
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Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (EFR)

The right coursebook for your classes - our European Reference Framework chart makes it easy for you to choose the  

most suitable title.

You can find further information on the Internet: www.hueber.de/daf/lehrwerke or www.hueber.de/referenzrahmen

  Courses for Adults – 
  Elementary Level                                                           Intermediate Level            Vocational Language

   

Level
N

s

Menschen

page 6 

Schritte int. NEU 

page 12

Starten wir!

page 17

Motive

page 20

Sicher!

page 23

Campus 

Deutsch

page 27

Menschen im Be-

ruf – Tourismus

page 55

Menschen im 

Beruf – Pflege

page 55

Menschen im  

Beruf – Medizin

page 55

Volume A1

or 

A1/1 + A1/2

Volume 

1
Volume 

A1

Available as one 

compact single 

volume or as 

three-volume 

edition

Volume A1

Volume 

2

Volume A2

or 

A2/1 + A2/2

Volume 

3
Volume 

A2
Volume A2 Volume A2

Volume 

4

Volume B1

or 

B1/1 + B1/2

Volume 

5
Volume 

B1
Volume B1

Volume 

6
Volume B1 plus

Volume B2

or 

B2/1 + B2/2

Volume C1

or 

C1/1 + C1/2

 

COURSES FOR ADULTS

4

Volume 1

Volume 2

Volume 3
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 FortgeFortgeschrittenee  Ber – f

Niveau-

stufen

Sicher!

Seite 67

em neu

Seite 74

Campus 

Deutsch

Seite 77

Alltag, Beruf 

& Co.

Seite 118

Im Beruf

Seite 121

Menschen im Be-

ruf – Tourismus

Seite 115

Menschen im 

Beruf – Pflege

Seite 115

Menschen im  

Beruf – Medizin

Seite 115

Band 1

Band A1

Band 2

Band 3

Band A2 Band A2

Band 4

Band 5

Band B1

Band B1 plus

Brückenkurs

als Vollband oder 

in Halbbänden

Band 6

Band B2

oder 

B2/1 + B2/2

Hauptkurs

als Vollband 

oder 

in Halbbänden

Band C1

oder 

C1/1 + C1/2

Abschlusskurs

als Vollband 

oder 

in Halbbänden

Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (EFR)

The right coursebook for your classes - our European Reference Framework chart makes it easy for you to choose the  

most suitable title.

You can find further information on the Internet: www.hueber.de/daf/lehrwerke or www.hueber.de/referenzrahmen

COURSES FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS

                 Courses for Children and Teenagers -                  
                        Elementary Level                                                                                          

Level

Im Beruf

page 61

Paul, Lisa & Co

page 31

Planetino

page 33

Beste Freunde

page 36

Planet Plus 

page 41

deutsch.com

page 44

Ideen

page 47

Mit uns!

page 50

AusBlick

page 52

Starter

Volume A1/1

Volume A1/2

Volume 1

Volume 2

Volume 3

Volume A1/1 Volume A1/1

Volume 1 Volume 1

Volume A1/2 Volume A1/2

Volume A2/1 Volume A2/1

Volume 2 Volume 2

Volume A2/2 Volume A2/2

Volume B1/1 Volume B1/1

Volume 3 Volume 3

Volume B1/2 Volume B1/2 Volume 1 Volume 1

Volume 2 Volume 2

Volume 3 Volume 3

Intermediate 

Level



COURSES FOR ADULTS

Emotion and Success

Three findings in the psychology of learning and 

neurology are especially important for learning 

languages:

1. Interest and emotions are best created by  

 stories.

2. Our memory works with pictures.

3. Repetitions consolidate and motivate.

These findings lie behind the concept of  

»Menschen«: The learning content gets intro-

duced by ‚Storytelling‘, a picture dictionary vi-

sualises active vocabulary and a great deal of 

attention is paid to repetition as well as auto-

mation.

Participation and Interaction

Whoever pursues their own interests will learn 

more successfully, and self-guided langua-

ge acquisition achieves the most permanent  

results. As a result, »Menschen« gives ‚learner 

autonomy‘ a position of central importance. 

Students can choose the topics that best suit 

their interests and are given a host of suggesti-

ons and prompts for independent further study. 

Likewise, every opportunity is used to activate 

students‘ individual knowledge and skills – for 

example with comments and tips or compari-

sons with other languages.

Fantasy and Versatility

Human beings learn with all senses. For this  

reason the course contents and learning mat-

ter are presented via several channels and in-

tegrated together. This method of presentation 

lengthens among other things students‘ atten-

tion span.

Different forms of learning - from songs and 

exercises involving movement to games and 

film sequences - have been perfectly coordi-

nated to provide a concept of integrated skills 

capable of increasing success rates.

Multimedia and Motivation

The possibilities offered by digital media have 

been utilised extensively. The interactive  

coursebook for video projector and whiteboard, 

the digital package for teaching and the moodle-

classroom are technically useful and didactically 

effective teaching aids that also shorten prepa-

ration time. Learning and teaching both become 

easier as a result.

Target group: adult and young adult learners

Media:  

Menschen
A1 or A1/1 + A1/2

Menschen
A2 or A2/1 + A2/2

Menschen
B1 or B1/1 + B1/2

Menschen – the course for everyone 
who wants more to happen in class!

mments and tips or compari-

nguages.

e 

e 

, 

-

y

-

e 

66

What do people remember best? Everything that has a personal affect on 

them. And what is it that affects us most? Psychologists and neurologists 

involved in the study of teaching methods all agree: we are affected by things 

having to do with people! And that is exactly what lies behind the success 

of our new course: it deals with people. Emotional, thrilling and entertaining. 

Take a good look – and you‘ll see: »Menschen« will affect you, too!
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COURSES FOR ADULTS

www.hueber.de  ISBN 978–3–19–

COURSES FOR ADULTLL S

The Course Components

For classroom use

Coursebook  

with DVD-ROM

versions

modular structure: every module consists 

of three short units and four additional 

Module-Plus-Pages

follow a transparent and repeated 

 structural pattern

-

ductory situation – mostly combined with a 

listening text - which introduces the unit‘s 

topic and stimulates emotions and interest

 language, word fields and structures from 

the previous lead-in situation are introdu-

ced and practised using authentic reading 

and listening texts

in the heading in picture dictionary form 

making it easy to remember

mini-projects pick up on the lesson content 

and both structures and important phrases 

appear in a clear summary

The four additional Module-Plus-Pages 

offer further interesting information:

variety of additonal reading texts

sequences

project

class

individual extension and consolidation 

tasks as well as automated exercises for 

self-study at home

Audio-CDs 

for the Coursebook

For classroom use and self-study at home

Workbook 

with Audio-CD

-

mar, vocabulary, and language

 self-evaluation and active vocabulary

interesting serial story

-

cises in the workbook

Vocabulary Booklet

proper context easier

fields at a glance

Glossaries

 Glossaries XXL

with explanations and contrastive examples

comments 

Intensive Trainer with Audio-CD

consolidation of the language content

phrases

comprehension skills

background information and exercises for 

everyday life

 Vocational Practice Material with 

Audio-CD

backgrounds

the coursebook and transfers them into the 

world of work

Test Trainer with Audio-CD

well as for writing, speaking, listening and 

reading comprehension skills

Menschen –  
everything for an eventful class!

Your resources  
website

 answers,

 
transcriptions
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For classroom use and preparation

Media Package

films from Germany, Austria and Switzer-

land for the film spots pages in the course-

book

www.hueber.de/ 

menschen/lehrerdvd

Teacher‘s Book

cultural studies and much more

Digital Teaching Package

on Interactive Whiteboards

Whiteboards 

the course (pictures, texts, audio-files) for 

Interactive Whiteboards

lesson preparation)

Resources Website  

         (free of charge)

-

prehensive lesson plans for each unit with 

photocopiables

-

tion/grading purposes in class for the self-

evaluation tests included in the workbook

Moodle Courses 

via the Moodle platform

 

www.hueber.de/moodle

Digitalised edition
 

For classroom use and self-study at home

  Digitalised coursebook and work-

book with integrated audio and 

       video files

tablet (access via online learning platform)

 

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Sabine Schlüter

INFO The Moodle Course (free of charge) with 

chat, bulletin boards, interactive exercises …

Test it at www.hueber.de/moodle

Username: hueber

Password: hueber

The ideal supplement for vocational lan-

guage courses: The titles »Menschen im

Beruf – Pflege«  and »Menschen im Beruf 

– Tourismus« have the same language 

progression as »Menschen« → page 55

COURSES FOR ADULTS
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COURSES FOR ADULTS

Three-volume edition

Menschen A1
Coursebook with DVD-ROM
192 pages 101901-3

 

Workbook with 2 Audio-CDs
216 pages 111901-0

Vocabulary Booklet
192 pages 731901-8

 

Glossaries

Arabisch 791901-0

Bulgarisch 821901-0

Französisch 701901-9

Polnisch 781901-3

Rumänisch 831901-7

Russisch 801901-6

Türkisch 811901-3

Glossaries – PDF-Download 

Polnisch 678600-2

Slowakisch 708600-2

Tschechisch 698600-6

Ungarisch 688600-9

INFO Available at 

www.hueber.de/downloads

Intensive Trainer with Audio-CD
96 pages 041901-2

Test Trainer with Audio-CD

Photocopiable
96 pages 031901-5

Vocational Practice Material with Audio-CD
72 pages 961901-7

Media Package

  201901-2

Package Teacher‘s Book for A1/1 and A1/2

Teacher‘s Book, 200 pages
Teacher's Book, 196 pages 121901-7

Digital Teaching Package        241901–0

INFO Moodle Courses are available at  

www.hueber.de/moodle (free of charge)

Menschen A2
Coursebook with DVD-ROM
192 pages 101902-0

Workbook with 2 Audio-CDs
216 pages 111902-7

Vocabulary Booklet
168 pages 731902-5

Glossaries

Arabisch 791902-7

Bulgarisch 821902-7

Französisch 701902-4

Italienisch 711902-1

Polnisch 781902-0

Rumänisch 831902-4

Russisch 801902-3

Türkisch 811902-0

Intensive Trainer with Audio-CD
96 pages 041902-9

Test Trainer with Audio-CD

Photocopiable
96 pages 031902-2

Vocational Practice Material with Audio-CD
72 pages 961902-4

Media Package

  201902-9

Package Teacher‘s Book for A2/1 and A2/2

Teacher‘s Book, 164 pages
Teacher's Book, 172 pages 121902-4

Digital Teaching Package             241902–7

Menschen B1
Coursebook with DVD-ROM
200 pages 101903-7

Workbook with 2 Audio-CDs
232 pages 111903-4

Vocabulary Booklet
232 pages 731903-2

Glossaries – PDF-Download

Arabisch 031903-9

Bulgarisch 061903-0

Englisch 081903-4

Polnisch 758600-7

Rumänisch 071903-7

Russisch 041903-6

Türkisch 051903-3

Media Package

  201903-6

Package Teacher‘s Book for B1/1 und B1/2

Teacher‘s Book, 168 pages
Teacher‘s Book, 160 pages 121903-1

Digital Teaching Package             241903–4

Sandra Evans / Angela Pude / Franz Specht Julia Braun-Podeschwa / Charlotte Habersack /  

Angela Pude

Glossaries PDF Download



COURSES FOR ADULTS

www.hueber.de  ISBN 978–3–19–10

Six-volume edition

Menschen A1/1
Coursebook with DVD-ROM
104 pages 301901-1

Workbook with Audio-CD
112 pages 311901-8

Glossaries XXL

Englisch 051901-9

Spanisch 191901-6

Teacher‘s Book
200 pages 471901-9

Digital Teaching Package             251901–7

INFO Media Package and Glossaries see 

three-volume edition

Menschen A1/1 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio and video files
958601-2

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
968601-9

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Menschen A1/2
Coursebook with DVD-ROM
96 pages 501901-9

Workbook with Audio-CD
108 pages 511901-6

Glossaries XXL

Englisch 061901-6

Spanisch 751901-2

Teacher‘s Book
196 pages 671901-7

Digital Teaching Package             261901–4

INFO Media Package and Glossaries see 

three-volume edition

Menschen A1/2 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio and video files
978601-6

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
988601-3

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Menschen A2/1
Coursebook with DVD-ROM
96 pages 501901-9

Workbook with Audio-CD
108 pages 511901-6

Glossaries XXL

Englisch 061901-6

Spanisch 751901-2

Teacher‘s Book
196 pages 671901-7

Digital Teaching Package             251902–4

INFO Media Package and Glossaries see 

three-volume edition

Menschen A2/1 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio and video files
018602-0

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
028602-7

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Sandra Evans / Angela Pude / Franz Specht Charlotte Habersack / Angela Pude /  

Franz Specht

10
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COURSES FOR ADULTSCOCOUURRSESESS FFOORR ADADULULTTLLL SS

Julia Braun-Podeschwa / Charlotte Habersack /  Angela Pude

JJuli
AA

Menschen A2/2
Coursebook with DVD-ROM
100 pages 301902-8

Workbook with Audio-CD
112 pages 311902-5

Glossaries XXL

Englisch 051902-6

Spanisch 191902-3

Teacher‘s Book
172 pages 471902-6

Digital Teaching Package             261902–1

INFO Media Package and Glossaries see 

three-volume edition

Menschen A2/2 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio and video files
038602-4

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
048602-1

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Menschen B1/1
Coursebook with DVD-ROM
104 pages 301903-5

Workbook with Audio-CD
116 pages 311903-2

Teacher‘s Book
160 pages 471903-3

Digital Teaching Package             251903–1

INFO Media Package and Glossaries see 

three-volume edition

Menschen B1/1 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio and video files
901903-9

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
921903-3

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Menschen B1/2 
Coursebook with DVD-ROM
108 pages 501903-3

Workbook with Audio-CD
116 pages 511903-0

Teacher‘s Book
168 pages 671903-1

Digital Teaching Package             261903–8

INFO Media Package and Glossaries se 

three-volume edition

Menschen B1/2 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio and video files
911903-6

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
931903-0

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Charlotte Habersack / Angela Pude /  

Franz Specht

Julia Braun-Podeschwa / Charlotte Habersack /  

Angela Pude
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COURSES FOR ADULTS

Target group: adult and young adult learners (16+)  

throughout the world at elementary level

Media:   

Schritte international NEU
A1 or A1/1 + A1/2

A2 or A2/1 + A2/2

B1 or B1/1 + B1/2

Schritte international NEU

Schritte international NEU

Even more exciting

One of the secrets of »Schritte international‘s« 

success are the audio-photo-stories that bring 

to life everyday events in German-speaking 

countries. »Schritte international Neu« tells 

new vivid stories involving Lara and her German 

guest family. These stories are available not only 

as audio files, but also as a slide show and are 

complemented by short video clips depicting 

scenes from Lara‘s daily life. All of which will add 

even more variety to your teaching!

Even more flexible 

Each unit now features at the end a dou-

ble spread called „Zwischendurch mal …“ 

with headings such as cultural information, 

songs, projects, comics or movies. These sup-

plementary playful exercises and activities 

offer a choice of optional material to help 

round off your teaching in any way you wish. 

Even more practical

The all-inclusive media package with Audio-CDs 

and DVD contains all the listening texts, films 

and slide shows for the coursebook. In addi-

tion, the media package also includes specific  

communication practice in the form of short 

audio and video sequences. Furthermore, all 

audios and videos can be downloaded via an 

app to your smartphone or tablet and are also 

available on the Internet.

Even more efficient

The workbook has been re-designed and  

extended to include several new features such 

as vocabulary practice and self-evaluation tests 

at the end of every lesson. In addition, extra pa-

ges focus on more job-orientated topics.

Schritte international Neu –   
makes teaching a real success!

You‘re looking for a really successful language course with top quality  

classic course with its tried and tested concept and well-established progres-

sion now offers you a host of new topics and features to make your teaching 

even more successful than before - now too with an extended multi-media 

package!
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Schritte international Neu – 
experience success!

The course components

For classroom use

Coursebook

versions

giving learners a high level of awareness of 

their progress

background material

comprehension

work via increased emphasis on vocational 

topics

page of grammar and speech functions 

with exercises and learners tips at the end 

of each unit

with the possibility of self-evaluation

the „Zwischendurch mal …“ pages

For classroom use and self-study at home

Workbook with Audio-CD

levels of difficulty for differentiation 

 purposes in class

acquisition

follow-up practice material

specific vocational topics

Media Package

 coursebook 

App

-

sebook are available via mobile devices 

(Smartphone, Tablet-PC) 

Glossaries

Glossaries XXL

 terminology and explanations in the 

 respective mother tongue

Intensive Trainer with Audio-CD

consolidation of the language content

listening, speaking and writing

For classroom use and preparation

Teacher’s Book

 differentiation in class

Resources Website (free of charge)

aims for the coursebook exercises

classroom teaching

Digitalised edition
 

For classroom use and self-study at home

  Digitalised coursebook and work-

book with integrated audio and 

       video files

tablet (access via online learning platform)

 www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

All supplementary material for 

»Schritte international« such as the 

intensive trainers, the grammar practice 

book, the Games Compendium etc. can 

also be used alongside 

»Schritte international Neu«

COURSES FOR ADULTS

Your resources  
website

 Lesson plans,

 answers,

 
transcriptions

 training program
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Penning-Hiemstra / Angela Pude / Monika Reimann / 

Franz Specht

Three-volume edition

Schritte  
international Neu 
1+2
Coursebook
212 pages 101082-9

Workbook with Audio-CD
240 pages 111082-6

Media Package

Coursebook
473 min 121082-3

Intensive Trainer with Audio-CD
 331082-8

Poster set
14 Poster 151082-4

Schritte  
international Neu 
3+4
Coursebook
 101084-3

Workbook with 2 Audio-CDs
 111084-0

Media Package

Coursebook 
 121084-7

Six-volume edition

Schritte  
international Neu 1 
Coursebook + Workbook with Audio-CD
200 pages 301082-7

Teacher‘s Book
228 pages  311082-4

INFO Media Package and Glossaries see 

three-volume edition

Schritte  
international Neu 1 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook and workbook with 

integrated audio and video files
321082-1

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Schritte  
international Neu 2
Coursebook + Workbook with Audio-CD
200 pages 601082-4

Teacher‘s Book
228 pages  611082-1

INFO Media Package and Glossaries see 

three-volume edition

Schritte  
international Neu 2 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook and workbook with 

integrated audio and video files
621082-8

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

COURSES FOR ADULTS

Penning-Hiemstra / Angela Pude / Monika Reimann / 

Franz Specht
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COURSES FOR ADULTS

INFO Lara and Tim attend a language course together in Germany

»Schritte international Neu«  
for level B1 is in preparation.

Schritte  
international Neu 3
Coursebook + Workbook with Audio-CD
216 pages 301084-1

Teacher‘s Book
  311084-8

INFO Media Package and Glossaries see 

three-volume edition

Schritte  
international Neu 3 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook and workbook with 

integrated audio and video files
321084-5

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Schritte  
international Neu 4
Coursebook + Workbook with Audio-CD

601084-8

Teacher‘s Book
  611084-5

INFO Media Package and Glossaries see 

three-volume edition

Schritte  
international Neu 4 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook and workbook with 

integrated audio and video files
621084-2

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke
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Fit für den Job!
Wer berufl ich viel mit Menschen zu tun hat, braucht: 

Menschen im Beruf! Die Bände Tourismus, Pfl ege und 

Medizin trainieren Wortschatz und Sprechsituationen 

aus der jeweiligen Branche. Lebendig, praxisnah und

erfolgsorientiert. Ideal für rein fachsprachliche Kurse

oder als Ergänzung in allgemeinsprachlichen Kursen –

ganz besonders zu dem Lehrwerk Menschen.

Jetzt entdecken! Menschen im Beruf hier im Katalog

auf Seite 115/116.

Weitere Infos unter

www.hueber.de/menschen-im-beruf

54-56.
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COURSES FOR ADULTS

Have your say from the very start.  

»Starten wir!« promotes learning in small steps 

that are very much task-based. The content 

concentrates on everyday topics, language use 

and language structures and is presented on 

double-page spreads, each designed to cover 

two teaching units. »Starten wir!« is thus easily 

divided into manageable portions and well 

suited to all types of language course. 

 

Language practice via a direct route 

Each double-page spread starts with a warm-

up introduction, then practices all the skills and 

finishes with a task to test the acquired know-

ledge in a meaningful context, e.g. by desig-

ning posters, questionnaires, role plays or the 

writing of WhatsApp messages or blogs... Lan-

guage competency is built up using the lexical  

approach (among others): concentrating on 

learning „chunks“ of language and the develop-

ment of wordfields.

 

Achieve things more easily

Coursebook and workbook are kept sepa-

rate and are pleasantly light and slim as a 

result. The clear structure, the intuitively de-

signed exercises and easy to understand 

instructions make immediate involvement 

possible without any lengthy preparation. 

The workbook contains one or more extra 

exercises parallel to each coursebook exercise 

numbered identically. Dictations, exercises com-

paring language usage and the vocabulary to be 

learnt per lesson complete the package.

 

Stay mobile!

Smartphone, tablet & Co. are not only part of 

the content and practice material, they can also 

actually be used in class to solve activity-based 

tasks or via the free »Starten wir!«-app to 

download listening comprehension texts.

  

Target group: young adults and adults 

  

Media:  

to

Starten wir! -  
Join in and have your say!

zero to „Now I can …“ quickly and easily. Using a task-based approach that‘s 

fun and includes new forms of communication.
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Starten wir! 

The course components 

For classroom use

Coursebook

for 2 lessons each: easily proportioned for 

all usual course types

-

style of young, mobile people

guide: instructions include description of 

social form (individual, partner or group 

work) 

easy to understand instructions

of each double lesson with the lead-in 

»Starten wir!«

double page a mini task or activity provi-

des increased motivation

-

guage and the development of wordfields

at the end of each unit 

devices like smartphones and tablets

For classroom use and self-study at home

Workbook

 language usage and phonetics

of the multi-lingual nature of the learners

-

tial vocabulary and useful language

Intensive Trainer

and language usage for each unit

Test Trainer

Glossaries

with numerous illustrations

 

 

For classroom use and preparation

Teacher‘s Book

teaching

 

 

Starten wir! A1
Coursebook with 2 Audio/MP3-CDs
164 pages 016000-6

Workbook with Audio-CD
244 pages 026000-3

Intensive Trainer
60 pages 116000-5

Test Trainer
164 pages 106000-8

Teacher‘s Book
96 pages 036000-0

COCOUURRSESESS FFOORR ADADULULTTLLL SS

»Starten wir!« for the levels 
A2 and B1 is in preparation.
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Available as one compact single volume or 

as three-volume edition 

The coursebook of the single volume edition 

or alternatively as coursebooks of the three-

volume-edition contain 30 clearly constructed 

units covering the basic syllabus for level A1 to 

B1. The initial page of each lesson reactivates 

students‘ previous knowledge and picks up on 

what they have already learnt - three double-

page spreads present in turn a reading text, a 

listening text or a topic of cultural interest as a 

vehicle for new language. At the end of each 

lesson there is a short summary of the relevant 

grammar and speech functions.

The workbook contains extensive exercise 

material as well as special writing practice for 

implementation either at home or in the class-

room. 

Concentrating on essentials 

»Motive« deals with vocabulary and grammar in 

a systematic way enabling you to learn quickly 

and intensively.

From the very beginning, longer reading and 

listening texts combine skills training with voca-

bulary and grammar acquisition. This creates a 

lasting and quickly-increasing network of know-

ledge. Interesting topics and stories help stimu-

late the learning process.

Individual consolidation 

»Motive« is aimed at highly motivated students 

who wish to learn German effectively. Over and 

above participants in the course can continue 

to work independently and consolidate their 

knowledge with the help of materials on the  

internet and further intensive training programs. 

This combination of social learning in groups 

and individual consolidation results in quick 

success and the pleasure that comes with it!

Target group: young adults and adults who wish to 

learn German quickly, intensively and effectively
  

Media:  

to

Motive – the course that  
concentrates on the essentials

You can achieve an objective much more quickly by concentrating and 

dealing with it systematically. »Motive« follows this principle with a clearly 

structured course that allows students to learn things quickly by a process of  

discovery, cognition and association.
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The course components 

For classroom use

Coursebook

giving learners a high level of awareness of 

their progress

-

gned to help activate previous knowledge

coursebook)

-

on, guided usage, free usage 

and speech functions at the end of each 

unit (with listening practice)

Audio-CDs for the coursebook

For classroom use and self-study at home

Workbook

of the listening and reading texts of the 

coursebook 

„writing workshop“

with notes on differences in usage in 

 Switzerland and Austria

texts and pronunciation practice of the 

workbook

Glossaries

For classroom use and preparation

Interactive Coursebook for Video 

Projector and Whiteboard – 

      DVD-ROM

  display

Lesson plans

 www.hueber.de/motive

each unit

items for listening and reading texts 

texts

Resources Website (free of charge)

preparation 

coursebook and the workbook 

Digitalised edition
 

For classroom use and self-study at home

  Digitalised coursebook and work-

book with integrated audio and 

       video files

tablet (access via online learning platform)

 

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Motive – the new compact course  
for German as a Foreign Language!

Your resources  
website

 Lesson plans,

 answers,

 transcriptions

repeating
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Wilfried Krenn / Herbert Puchta

Three-volume edition

Motive A1
Coursebook, unit 1–8
76 pages 001880-2

Unit 1–8, Audio-CDs for the Coursebook
127 min 061880-4

Workbook, unit 1–8 with MP3-Audio-CD
72 pages 031880-3

Glossaries – PDF-Download

Englisch 151880-6

Französisch 161880-3

Italienisch 171880-0

Spanisch 181880-7

 
Motive A1 

– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio and video files
101880-1

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
131880-2

 

Motive A2
Coursebook, unit 9–18
92 pages 001881-9

Unit 9–18, Audio-CDs for the Coursebook
135 min 061881-1

Workbook, unit 9–18 with MP3-Audio-CD
88 pages 031881-0

Motive A2 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio and video files
101881-8

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
131881-9

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Motive B1 
Coursebook, unit 19–30
108 pages 001882-6

Unit 19–30, Audio-CDs for the Coursebook
167 min  061882-8

Workbook, unit 19–30 with MP3-Audio-CD
100 pages 031882-7

Motive B1 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio and video files
104 pages 101882-5

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
112 pages 131882-6

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Single-volume edition

bis   

Motive A1 – B1
Coursebook, unit 1–30
248 pages 001878-9

Unit 1–30, Audio-CDs for the Coursebook
429 min  061878-1

Workbook, unit 1–30 with MP3-Audio-CD
252 pages 031878-0

bis   

Motive A1 – B1 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio and video files
101878-8

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
131878-9

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke
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An intelligent modular system

Each lesson follows a particular theme and a 

modular pattern of reading, listening, writing 

and speaking as well as watching and listening 

(a DVD with film material for listening and visual 

comprehension accompanies the course) and 

vocabulary and grammar. Each module ends 

with a little checklist with which learners can 

mark their progress.

Cultural background knowledge plays an im-

portant part in the course. The choice of texts 

and their use implicitly provides basic informa-

tion about Germany, Austria and Switzerland. 

Under the heading „Wussten Sie schon?“ (“Did 

you know?”), facts and figures are explained  

explicitly. Learners thus gain access to a wealth 

of information that will help them master every-

day situations.

»Sicher!« follows the guidelines laid down by 

the CEF reference framework: each coursebook 

takes learners up to the relevant level of com-

petence and enables them to take the corres-

ponding examination. Extra practice material is 

provided to help prepare for individual exams.

 

Multimedia Product Package

Teaching aims and learning objectives are achie-

ved using different media that often comple-

ment each other – from the well-tried printed 

word via materials for a Moodle classroom to an 

interactive coursebook the contents of which 

(illustrations, tasks and practice material as well 

as texts) can be presented on a beamer or a 

whiteboard.  

Sicher! – the new course in a  
modular system

»Sicher!« provides learners at intermediate level with a solid foundation in 

the language skills needed for everyday use, academic studies and vocational 

training. 

All modules present different text types dealing with a wide choice of interes-

ting topics. A variety of well-designed and effective tasks and exercise types 

provides an ideal basis for teaching at level B1+, B2 and C1.

COURSES FOR ADULTS

Target group: young adults and adults in all 

institutions of non-formal education as well as in the 

upper classes of secondary schools worldwide

Media:  
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The Course Components

For classroom use

Coursebook 

 „Sehen und Hören“ (watching and 

hearing), „Wortschatz“ (vocabulary) and 

„Grammatik“ (grammar) 

each module 

-

day use, academic studies and vocational 

training

tasks and exercise types

tasks and practical tips

Audio-CDs 

For classroom use and self-study at home 

Workbook

with Audio-CD

grammar and all other skills

previous levels at the beginning of each 

unit

through repeated practice 

of further practice materials on the internet 

via an access code in the book

For classroom use and preparation

Media Package 

-

ren“ (listening and visual comprehension)

-

ble from the internet onto portable digital 

equipment via www.hueber.de/sicher

Teacher‘s Book

-

dology, cultural background and more

Digital Teaching Package

on interactive whiteboards

whiteboards 

the course (pictures, texts, audio files) for 

interactive whiteboards

lesson preparation)

Resources Website             
         (free of charge)

 differentiation/grading  purposes in class

internet research results)

Material for Vocational Training

    vocational bias for each unit

Moodle Courses 

via the Moodle platform

 www.hueber.de/moodle

Digitalised edition
 

For classroom use and self-study at home

  Digitalised coursebook and work-

book with integrated audio and 

       video files

tablet (access via online learning platform)

 

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Sicher! –  
assures success!

COURSES FOR ADULTS

Your resources  
website

 answers,

 
transcriptions
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Michaela Perlmann-Balme / Susanne Schwalb Michaela Perlmann-Balme / Susanne Schwalb /  

Magdalena Matussek

Sicher! B1+

Zertifikat B1 

Sicher! B1+ includes tests, which prepare 

for the new B1 exam.

Coursebook
120 pages 001206-0

Workbook + Audio-CD
136 pages 011206-7

Media Package

  101206-9

Materials for Vocational Training – 

PDF-Download
16 Photocopiables 231206-9

INFO Available at 

www.hueber.de/downloads

Teacher‘s Book
180 pages 051206-5

Digital Teaching Package
151206-4

INFO Moodle Courses are available at  

www.hueber.de/moodle (free of charge)

Sicher! B1+ 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio and video files
120 pages 068602-5

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
136 pages 078602-2

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale -lehrwerkee

Sicher! B2
Coursebook
184 pages 001207-7

Workbook + CD-ROM
208 pages 011207-4

Media Package

  101207-6

Materials for Vocational Training – 

PDF-Download
24 Photocopiables 231207-6

INFO Available at 

www.hueber.de/downloads

Package Teacher‘s Book for B2/1 and B2/2

Teacher‘s Book, 152 pages
Teacher's Book, 172 pages 051207-2

Digital Teaching Package
  151207-1

Sicher! B2 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio and video files
184 pages 088602-9

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
208 pages 098602-6

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale -lehrwerkee

Sicher! B2/1
Course- and Workbook with CD-ROM for 

the Workbook, Unit 1–6
200 pages 501207-2

 
INFO For all supplementary materials see the 

complete edition of Sicher! B2

Teacher‘s Book
152 pages 571207-1

Sicher! B2/2
Course- and Workbook with CD-ROM for 

the Workbook, Unit 7-12
200 pages 701207-0

INFO For all supplementary materials see the 

complete edition of Sicher! B2

Teacher‘s Book
172 pages 771207-9
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Michaela Perlmann-Balme / Susanne Schwalb /

Magdalena Matussek

M

M
Michaela Perlmann-Balme / Susanne Schwalb

ISBN 97

Sicher! C1
Coursebook
200 pages 001208-4

Workbook + CD-ROM
200 pages 011208-1

Media Package

101208-3

Materials for Vocational Training – 

PDF-Download
24 Photocopiables 231208-3

INFO Available at 

www.hueber.de/downloads

Package Teacher‘s Book for C1/1 and C1/2

Teacher‘s Book, 180 pages
Teacher's Book, 180 pages 051208-9

Sicher! C1 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio and video files
228602-5

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
238602-2

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Sicher! C1/1
Course- and Workbook with CD-ROM for 

the Workbook, Unit 1–6
192 pages 501208-9

Teacher‘s Book
180 pages 571208-8

Sicher! C1/2
Course- and Workbook with CD-ROM for 

the Workbook, Unit 7-12
200 pages 701208-7

Teacher‘s Book
180 pages 771208-6
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Media:

to

Target group: foreign students at a German-

speaking university and students preparing to study 

at a German-speaking university

Fit for a degree course

The volumes »Lesen« (reading), »Hören und 

Mitschreiben« (listening and note taking),  

»Präsentieren und Diskutieren« (presenting and 

discussing) as well as »Schreiben« (writing) 

teach cultural techniques and methodological 

skills for successful studies over and above  

actual language skills while ensuring that the 

texts, tasks and practice materials taken from 

both science and the humanities do not demand 

any specialist knowledge of other subjects.

For classroom teaching or self-study 

A comprehensive key for the exercises is  

available at www.hueber.de/campus-deutsch. 

»Campus Deutsch« can therefore also be used 

for self-study.

Experienced authors

The editor, Prof. Oliver Bayerlein, and the  

authors of each volume have many years of 

experience teaching at university level - they 

know exactly what levels of language compe-

tence and methodological skills are required for 

an effective course of study. 

Campus Deutsch -  
for a successful start at university 

 

degree course at a German-speaking university. The material enables  

students to cope with the language and methodology encountered during the 

first two terms of their studies.
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Marco RaindlPatricia Buchner Marco Raindlricia BuchnerPat

bis   

Campus Deutsch 
– Lesen
Coursebook
88 pages 051003-0

Teacher‘s Book - PDF-Download
53 pages 081003-1

INFO Available at 

www.hueber.de/downloads

bis   

Campus Deutsch 
– Schreiben
Coursebook
96 pages 101003-4

Teacher‘s Book - PDF-Download
59 pages 131003-5

INFO Available at 

www.hueber.de/downloads

 bis   

Campus Deutsch 
– Hören und  
Mitschreiben
Coursebook with MP3-CD
88 pages 151003-9

Teacher‘s Book - PDF-Download
50 pages 191003-7

INFO Available at 

www.hueber.de/downloads

bis   

Campus Deutsch 
– Präsentieren und 
Diskutieren
Coursebook with CD-ROM (MP3-files and 

Video-Clips)
88 pages 201003-3

Teacher‘s Book - PDF-Download
62 pages 241003-1

INFO Available at 

www.hueber.de/downloads

    INFO Sample page of  

     

    – Lesen«
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Children love ...  
KIKUS
Target group: children aged 3 to 10 in Germany 

and abroad

Media:   

teachers/educators 

TIPP Advice on how to use the material is 

further education measures at  

www.kikus-muenchen.de 

The course components 

For classroom use

Picture Cards 

both in colour and in black and white)

different games and combinations 

vocabulary

individual lessons

all language courses 

whiteboard and video projector

 

For classroom use and parental assistance 

at home

Mini Picture Card Worksheets 

-

bulary

 also suitable for courses with teenagers 

and adults

Worksheets 

groups: beginners should start with Set 1,  

the other sets can be used subsequently

and glueing

and children 

language

Audio-CD »Guten Morgen« /»Hello«

-

guage and singing along 

self-study

Songbook »Guten Morgen« /»Hello« 

and didactic instructions advice on how to 

teach the language in the songs 

 worksheets

For classroom use and preparation

Teacher’s Book 

 individual KIKUS material

individual course units and classes

Edgardis Garlin / Stefan Merkle Edgardis Garlin / Stefan Merkle

COURSES FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS
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KIKUS Deutsch
Flashcards for the teacher

with German explanations
84 sheets 351431-8

Electronic picture cards which can be 

printed or used with interactive white-

boards and projectors (zip-Download)

with German explanation
240 cards 421431-6

INFO Available at 

www.hueber.de/downloads

Mini Picture Card Worksheets
22 sheets 361431-5

Worksheet Set 1 (3-5-year-olds)
25 sheets 321431-7

Worksheet Set 2 (4-7-year-olds)
30 sheets 331431-4

Worksheet Set 3 (5-10-year-olds)
31 sheets 341431-1

 
PDF The worksheets 1 to 3 are also 

 

www.hueber.de/downloads  

(subject to charge)

Audio-CD „Guten Morgen“
21 min 221431-8

INFO  

www.hueber.de/downloads  

(subject to charge)

Songbook „Guten Morgen“
11 sheets 211431-1

Teacher‘s Book

104 pages 311431-0

INDIGO  
international

 

 

Media:

Target group: Children and teenagers who would 

like to use pictures to help them learn the German 

language

 

  makes learning with pictures possible and 

covers 15 topics of interest to teenagers 

as e.g. At school, Friends from all over the 

world and Health

a situation and a list of basic vocabulary 

with an illustration to make the meaning of 

each item clear

English, Farsi, French and Spanish

basic vocabulary and many illustrated 

headwords

of German (syllables, words, sentences 

and strategies for writing the language 

correctly)

Book
368 pages 639597-6

Bilderwörterbücher

Target group: Children aged 2 and upwards

Media:

Learning languages has become child‘s play! 

-

man or as bilingual editions

language 

-

cess in a visual world suited to their needs

charge) at: 

 www.hueber.de/bilderwoerterbuch 

German
Bilderwörterbuch
14 pages 009564-3

Deutsch-Englisch
Bilderwörterbuch
14 pages 109564-2

Deutsch-Französisch
Bilderwörterbuch
14 pages 209564-1

Deutsch-Italienisch

Bilderwörterbuch
14 pages 309564-0

Deutsch-Spanisch

Bilderwörterbuch
14 pages 409564-9

Edgardis Garlin / Stefan Merkle

Your Resources Website 

▶ www.hueber.de/kikus

COURSES FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS

ces Website
deee//kikus
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Target group: children with no previous 

knowledge of German

Media: 

 in 3 volumes

 

The easy way to A1!

»Paul, Lisa & Co.« gets you to A1 level with only 

three books. »Paul, Lisa & Co. Starter« provides 

an „easy-does-it“ introduction to the German 

language - smooth and gentle with no reference 

to grammar rules - and prepares learners for the 

next stage of the course »Paul, Lisa & Co. A1.1«. 

»Paul, Lisa & Co. A1.1« and »Paul, Lisa & Co. 

A1.2« lead on to Level A1, teaching grammar in 

a way that suits very young learners. Children 

who already have some knowledge of German 

can start immediately with »Paul, Lisa & Co. 

A1.1.

Stories to help you learn!

Relating the adventures of the four friends Paul, 

Lisa, Julia and Alex helps to teach language in 

a relevant context and in an entertaining way. 

Topics such as a birthday, animals, hobbies or 

holidays provide great potential and create to-

gether with the personal histories of the prota-

gonists an emotional link with young learners. 

The broad spectrum of practice material in 

»Paul, Lisa & Co.« supports a holistic and task-

based approach to teaching.

Guaranteed objectives!

In the coursebook the children create their own 

portfolio at the end of each lesson. In the work-

book they are able to repeat and consolidate 

their learning objectives through a wide choice 

of practice material. Exercises that involve co-

louring, solving puzzles, cutting and glueing 

make it even more fun.

»Paul, Lisa & Co.« follows the same methodolo-

gical and didactic principles as two other cour-

ses in our list: »Beste Freunde« and »Mit uns«, 

thus providing a coherent and suitable teaching 

concept for learners at primary and secondary 

level.

Paul, Lisa & Co. -
the easy and fun way to teach and learn 

Learning languages is child‘s play - and a lot of fun! Especially with our new 

generation of primary level courses that successfully put the latest didactic 

theory into practice to suit very young learners: »Paul, Lisa & Co.«!
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Paul, Lisa & Co  
 

The course components 

For classroom use

Coursebook

two short lessons

module: it introduces one or more of the 

protagonists in a real-life situation and 

summarises the module‘s teaching 

 objectives

knowledge through projects, rhymes, 

songs, pronunciation exercises and an age-

specific portfolio

once again the module‘s content 

-

nation with grammar explanations to suit 

young learners in both »Paul, Lisa & Co. 

A1.1« and »Paul, Lisa & Co. A1.2«

short steps, making it possible to achieve 

context-based objectives at an easy pace

less monotonous

-

dix with the emphasis on cultural back-

ground information

German language: »Paul, Lisa & Co. 

Starter« facilitates an especially gentle and 

imitative start to learning German without 

reference to grammar rules and lays the 

foundation for »Paul, Lisa & Co. A1.1«

Audio-CD

the coursebook: listening texts, songs and 

pronunciation exercises

For classroom and self-study at home

Workbook

material covering grammar, vocabulary and 

useful language for the classroom and self-

study at home

games, solving puzzles, colouring, cutting 

and glueing

& Co. A1.2« workbooks: grammar via the 

discovery technique 

workbook as an exercise component

coursebook and workbook

-

lary

and repetition of objectives

For classroom use and preparation

Teacher’s Book 

design of the course

for teaching

exercises

 www.hueber.de/ downloads

  (free of charge) 

Interactive Coursebook for Video 

Projector and Whiteboard – 

      DVD-ROM

applications (pencil, markers ...)

Paul, Lisa & Co  
Starter
Coursebook
88 pages 001559-7

Workbook
68 pages 011559-4

2 Audio-CDs
140 min 021559-1

Teacher‘s Book - PDF-Download
031559-8

INFO Available at 

www.hueber.de/downloads 

Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector 

and Whiteboard – DVD-ROM
  041559-5

»Paul, Lisa & Co« for the 
levels A1/1 and A1/2 is in 
preparation.
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Target group: eight to eleven-year-olds with no 

previous knowledge of German

Media:  

 in 3 volumes

Well-founded methodology: making things 

fun to do

Children explore their world actively. »Planeti-

no« turns learning a language into an active ex-

perience. With songs, little stories and a play to 

round things off. All aspects of language acqui-

sition are systematically dealt with. The topics 

reflect the reality of the lives of young learners: 

Funny comic strips und pictures provide the 

right motivation, an opportunity for kids to iden-

tify with characters and join in the fun.

Bright and cheerful - but clearly structured

Alongside their desire for variety and entertain-

ment children also need one important thing: 

reliable structures. »Planetino« caters to this 

need with a well-founded concept. All lessons 

are clearly defined and made transparent for 

learners and teachers alike so they have a clear

picture of what is going on. Exciting topics are 

presented in a multitude of forms with approp-

riate tasks and exercises - a slow language pro-

gression makes starting to learn German easy. 

Vocabulary, grammar and phrases are repeated 

regularly in a kind of learning spiral - one of the 

general principles of the course. 

»Planetino« means learning successfully with 

all one‘s senses up to level A1 - after Book 3 

work can easily be continued with »Planet 2«.

Broad range of products

The accompanying material offers a variety of 

different choices: from entertaining booklets 

to interactive coursebooks enabling you to 

present and work with pictures, exercises and 

texts on a whiteboard and a video projector. 

Planetino – language learning in an 
entertaining way 

It‘s in their games that children discover the world - ever eager to learn and 

using all their senses the little ones take in what happens around them. This 

natural curiosity and the joy of playing games is made use of by »Planetino«. 

Movement games, model making and singing are three of the ways used to 

teach content in such an entertaining and variable way that success comes 

of its own accord. 

COURSES FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS



The course components

For classroom use 

Coursebook

-

ren

learning 

common expressions

-

ground

 
Audio-CDs 

along) 

For classroom use and self-study at home 

Workbook  

assessment

strip and a double-page for self-assess-

ment

be completed or marked with a cross)

Optional workbook with integrated 

CD-ROM

each

 coursebook and workbook

 computer

along)

Glossaries

Reading Booklet 

„Besuch aus Planetanien“  

the german-speaking countries

-

mes, indicator boards)

 

For classroom use and preparation

Teacher’s Book

tasks in the coursebook and suggestions 

for additional exercises or variations 

 thereof

vocabulary 

Interactive Coursebook for Video 

Projector and Whiteboard – 

         DVD-ROM  

applications (pencil, markers ...)

Digitalised edition
 

For classroom use and self-study at home

  Digitalised coursebook and work-

book with integrated audio and 

       video files

tablet (access via online learning platform)

 

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

 Planetino 1
Coursebook
100 pages 301577-8

3 Audio-CDs for the Coursebook
193 min 331577-9

Workbook
112 pages 311577-5

Workbook with CD-ROM
112 pages 451577-2

Glossaries

Italienisch 371577-7

Spanisch 391577-1

Glossaries as PDF-Download

Englisch 708601-9

Französisch 431577-8

Portugiesisch 441577-5

Türkisch 491577-0

INFO Available at 

www.hueber.de/downloads

Teacher‘s Book
136 pages 321577-2

Planetino – 
learning with all senses!

Gabriele Kopp / Siegfried Büttner / Josef Alberti
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Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector 

and Whiteboard – DVD-ROM
 611577-2

Booklet „Besuch aus Planetanien“
40 pages 541577-4

Planetino 1 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
108602-2

Digitalised workbook
118602-9

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

 

Planetino 2
Coursebook
96 pages 301578-5

3 Audio-CDs for the Coursebook
190 min 331578-6

Workbook
116 pages 311578-2

Workbook with CD-ROM
116 pages 451578-9

CD-ROM
481578-0

Glossaries

Italienisch 371578-4

Spanisch 391578-8

Glossaries – PDF-Download

Englisch 718601-6

Französisch 431578-5

Portugiesisch 441578-2

Türkisch 491578-7

INFO Available at 

www.hueber.de/downloads

Teacher‘s Book
164 pages 321578-9

Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector 

and Whiteboard – DVD-ROM
 611578-9

Planetino 2 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
128602-6

Digitalised workbook
138602-3

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Planetino 3
Coursebook
112 pages 301579-2

3 Audio-CDs for the Coursebook
162 min 331579-3

Workbook
116 pages 311579-9

Workbook with CD-ROM
116 pages 451579-6

CD-ROM
481579-7

Glossary

Italienisch 371579-1

Glossaries – PDF-Download

Englisch 728601-3

Portugiesisch 441579-9

INFO Available at 

www.hueber.de/downloads

Teacher‘s Book
180 pages 321579-6

Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector 

and Whiteboard – DVD-ROM
611579-6

Planetino 3 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
148602-0

Digitalised workbook
158602-7

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Gabriele Kopp / Siegfried Büttner / Josef Alberti

Your Resources Website 

▶ www.hueber.de/planetino
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Target group: teenagers with no previous 

knowledge of German

Media:  

Experience German together with friends

Young people learn best from each other 

and with each other. Following this precept,  

»Beste Freunde« revolves around a group of 

teenagers: they accompany students through 

the book showing them aspects of everyday life 

in Germany embedded in entertaining stories.

Teach simply and reliably

The lucid construction pattern of the course  

makes navigation easy and short lessons 

guarantee varied and interesting classroom 

teaching. The slow and easy progression with a 

clear sequence of tasks makes learning German 

simple.

All this makes it possible to teach the langua-

ge successfully with only a minimal number of 

weekly lessons. 

Practise successfully

The workbook with its reliable choice of practi-

ce material is closely linked to the coursebook 

and is designed to suit the needs of school 

use. Special emphasis is placed on the use of 

grammar and the development of writing skills 

practised in short simple steps - to be used in 

class as a change from normal teaching or for 

independent practice at home.

Beste Freunde –  because friends  
can help you to learn faster! 

What gives us the most pleasure? It‘s the experiences we share with our 

friends. »Beste Freunde« is a language course developed for schools to 

teach German as a Foreign Language successfully and in a motivating way 

with a minimal number of weekly lessons. It is based on well-tried language 

teaching methods and a reliable choice of practice material for use in class 

with a minimal amount of necessary preparation.

COURSES FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS
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The Course Components

For classroom use

Coursebook

Available as single volume or as two volumes 

in one package per level:

of three short units and five additional 

module-pages

module presenting each time one of the 

young protagonists and summing up the 

communicative teaching objectives

pages at the end contain two pages for 

cultural studies and for project work, a 

grammar review, a list of useful expressi-

ons and a page with revision exercises

the module by one of the protagonists in 

authentic and sympathetic fashion

simple and present grammar, vocabulary 

and useful language in a slow and smooth 

progression

the different language skills interspersed 

with lots of games and songs that help to 

make lessons more lively

CLIL at your Resources Website

Audio-CDs

 

coursebook: listening texts and songs

For classroom use and self-study at home 

Workbook with CD-ROM

pages

based on self-discovery and contrastive 

principles

practice in short simple steps

course- and workbook 

  the learning vocabulary

training as well as one page with self-eva-

luation (Can-do descriptions from the CEF)

class

-

book are in the apendix 

-

lary and useful expressions

training

Glossaries

Glossaries XXL

 

module

Test Trainer with Audio-CD

well as for writing, speaking, listening and 

reading comprehension skills

For classroom use and preparation

Teacher’s Book

 

structure of the course 

interesting and varied manner

-

book

DVD

background slide-shows

coursebook

sites

Interactive Coursebook for Video 

Projector and Whiteboard – 

         DVD-ROM

applications (pencil, markers ...)

based on self-discovery principles of the 

workbook 

Digitalised edition
 

For classroom use and self-study at home

  Digitalised coursebook and work-

book with integrated audio and 

       video files

tablet (access via online learning platform)

 

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Beste Freunde – 
makes learning fun!

Your Resources Website 

▶ www.hueber.de/beste-freunde

COURSES FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS
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Beste Freunde 
A1/1
Coursebook
72 pages 301051-3

Audio-CD for the Coursebook
63 min 331051-4

Workbook with CD-ROM
92 pages 361051-5

Glossaries

Englisch 311051-0

Französisch 321051-7

Glossary XXL

Spanisch 341051-1

Glossary – PDF-Download

Türkisch 351051-8

INFO Available at 

www.hueber.de/downloads

Teacher‘s Book
104 pages 421051-6

Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector 

and Whiteboard – DVD-ROM
431051-3

Beste Freunde 
A1/1 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
798601-2

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
808601-8

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Beste Freunde 
A1/2
Coursebook
72 pages 501051-1

Audio-CD for the Coursebook
34 min 531051-2

Workbook with CD-ROM
92 pages 561051-3

Glossaries

Englisch 511051-8

Französisch 521051-5

Glossary XXL

Spanisch 541051-9

Glossary – PDF-Download

Türkisch 551051-6

INFO Available at 

www.hueber.de/downloads

Teacher‘s Book
96 pages 621051-4

Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector 

and Whiteboard – DVD-ROM
 631051-1

Beste Freunde 
A1/2 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
818601-5

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
828601-2

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Manuela Georgiakaki / Monika Bovermann /  

Elisabeth Graf-Riemann / Christiane Seuthe
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Beste Freunde 
A1
Package Coursebook A1/1 and A1/2

231051-5

Package Workbook A1/1 and A1/2 with 

2 CD-ROMs         241051-2

 

Glossaries – PDF-Download

Arabisch 111050-5

Brasilianisch 101050-8

INFO Available at 

www.hueber.de/downloads

Test Trainer with Audio-CD

Photocopiables
92 pages 071051-5

Video
251051-9

INFO Worksheets for the films are available 

as download at  

www.hueber.de/beste-freunde  

(free of charge)

Beste Freunde 
A2/1
Coursebook
68 pages 301052-0

Audio-CD for the Coursebook
30 min 331052-1

Workbook with CD-ROM
100 pages 361052-2

Glossaries

Englisch 311052-7

Französisch 321052-4

Glossary XXL
Spanisch 341052-8

Teacher‘s Book
96 pages 421052-3

Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector 

and Whiteboard – DVD-ROM
  431052-0

Beste Freunde 
A2/1 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
208601-4

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
218601-1

Beste Freunde 
A2/2
Coursebook
72 pages 501052-8

Audio-CD for the Coursebook
57 min 531052-9

Workbook with CD-ROM
96 pages 561052-0

Glossaries

Englisch 511052-5

Französisch 521052-2

Glossary XXL
Spanisch 541052-6

Teacher‘s Book
96 pages 621052-1

 

Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector 

and Whiteboard – DVD-ROM
57 min 631052-8

Beste Freunde 
A2/2 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
228601-8

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
238601-5

Manuela Georgiakaki / Christiane Seuthe / Elisabeth 

Graf-Riemann / Anja Schümann
Julia Braun-Podeschwa / Charlotte Habersack



Beste Freunde 
A2
Package Coursebook A2/1 und A2/2

231052-2

Package Workbook A2/1 and A2/2 with 

2 CD-ROMs

196 pages         241052-9

 

Video
  251052-6

Beste Freunde  
B1/1
Coursebook
72 pages 301053-7

 

Audio-CD for the Coursebook
52 min 331053-8

 

Workbook with Audio-CD
108 pages 361053-9

 

Teacher‘s Book
104 pages 421053-0

 

Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector 

and Whiteboard – DVD-ROM
431053-7

 

Beste Freunde  
B1/1 
– Digitalised edition
 

Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
248601-2

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
258601-9

 
INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Beste Freunde 
B1/2
Coursebook
72 pages 501053-5

 

Audio-CD for the Coursebook
58 min 531053-6

 

Workbook with Audio-CD
112 pages 561053-7

 

Teacher‘s Book
104 pages 621053-8

 

Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector 

and Whiteboard – DVD-ROM
  631053-5

 

Beste Freunde 
B1/2 
– Digitalised edition
 

Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
288601-0

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
298601-7

 
INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

 

Beste Freunde 
B1
Package Coursebook B1/1 and B1/2

231053-9

Package Workbook B1/1 und B1/2 with 
Audio-CD

241053-6
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Target group: teenagers with no previous 

knowledge of German

Media:  

Learning in short stages

»Planet Plus« consists of two separate half-

length books per level with each book containing 

four modules each with three short units: thus 

dividing the substance of the course into more 

manageable portions in which the short stories 

in each module form the familiar framework. 

To accompany the coursebook from level A1 

onwards there is now entertaining film material 

available - two films per book that follow exactly 

the content and progression of the coursebook. 

One more plus point: the initial pages of each 

of the separate half-length books make it  

possible to have a „soft start“ to learning the 

new language. 

 

A clear and transparent design to encourage 

learner autonomy

A new feature of the modern attractive design 

is the presentation of learning objectives in an 

extra column. Your students are able to see 

what is expected of them in each lesson and 

this will encourage your class to learn indepen-

dently and develop their learner autonomy! 

The new magazine pages at the end of the  

coursebook will make classroom teaching brigh-

ter and more interesting - here you have games, 

cultural background material and suggesti-

ons for teaching with the »Planet Plus« films  

constantly at your disposal.

Practice made easy

The separate workbook now also has a 

new full-colour design and forms a perfectly 

integrated extension to the writing, list-

ening, reading and self-discovery gram-

mar practice offered by the course. 

And by completing the „mini tests“ for each 

lesson, available as interactive exercises, 

your pupils can quite easily test their level of  

knowledge for themselves.

Structured for successful learning

»Planet Plus« structural design follows the 

familiar sequence: introduction, cognition,  

application, practice. Whenever new content is 

practised, previously encountered material is  

revised at the same time, thus consolidating 

the whole syllabus - and as always in an enter- 

taining and varied way!

Planet Plus - the successful new  
and revised edition of our classic course!

The well-versed team of »Planet« authors has now made our popular course 

even more attractive: »Planet Plus« has new content to offer, short units 

and a modern design with a host of fascinating photos that will appeal to 

teenagers - at the same time the familiar language progression and easy-to-

understand structure of the course make preparation for class almost „child‘s 

play“!

COURSES FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS
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The course components

For classroom use

Coursebook 

Available as a single volume or as two 

volumes in one package per level: 

 modules consists of three short lessons 

dealing with a topic and a modular story

text combination illustrates the module‘s 

content and lists the learning objectives 

task the learning objectives appear syste-

matically ordered in an extra column

-

tised in equal measure and previous know-

ledge revised. Self evaluation possible in a 

lot of exercise material

 module have tasks on reading texts, 

cultural background, project work and 

communication as well as a summary of 

the grammar and vocabulary 

practise language using international 

expressions

the appendix: games relevant to lesson 

content, interesting factual information 

about feast days and festivities as well as 

material on the »Planet Plus« films provide 

the possibility of making your teaching 

varied and flexible

Audio-CDs for the Coursebook and 

Workbook

texts and songs

DVD, Video 

 

coursebook content

Interactive Coursebook for Video 

Projector and Whiteboard – 

         DVD-ROM

content links and integrated whiteboard 

applications (pencil, markers ...)

answer key display

as the key

For classroom use and self-study at home 

Workbook  

communication in class or at home

reading comprehension

personal interests and for classroom 

 differentiation purposes

-

lary and grammar 

each module 

illustrated and contextualised

 

For classroom use and preparation

Teacher’s Book

 suggestions for lessons

Digitalised edition
 

For classroom use and self-study at home

  Digitalised coursebook and work-

book with integrated audio and 

       video files

tablet (access via online learning platform)

 

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Planet Plus – 
has many plus points to offer

www.hueber.de  ISBN 978–3–19–42

Your resources  
website

 materials
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Planet Plus 
A1/1
 

Coursebook
84 pages 001778-2

2 Audio-CDs for the Coursebook, 

1 Audio-CD for the Workbook
153 min 021778-6

Workbook
84 pages 011778-9

Glossaries

Englisch 121778-5

Französisch 131778-2

Glossary XXL

Spanisch 061778-4

Planet Plus 
A1/1 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
101778-1

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
111778-8

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Planet Plus 
A1/2
Coursebook
84 pages 001779-9

2 Audio-CDs for the Coursebook, 

1 Audio-CD for the Workbook
134 min 021779-3

Workbook
80 pages 011779-6

Glossaries

Englisch 121779-2

Französisch 131779-9

Planet Plus 
A1/2 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
101779-8

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
111779-5

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerk

Planet Plus A1
DVD, Video 051778-7

Planet Plus 
A2/1
 

Coursebook
84 pages 001780-5

2 Audio-CDs for the Coursebook, 

1 Audio-CD for the Workbook
021780-9

Workbook
84 pages 011780-2

Planet Plus 
A2/1   
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
  101780-4

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files     111780-1

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerk

Gabriele Kopp / Josef Alberti
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Target group: teenagers and young adults with no

prior knowledge of German

Media:  

Lots of languages - lots of fun

Ice cream and biology, fashion and family, a 

VIP quiz and a model casting show - these 

are some of the surprising perspectives that  

»deutsch.com« uses to illustrate the many 

lifestyles and different realities of teenagers in  

German-speaking countries and at the same 

time to cover the topics required at the various 

levels of competence. In this way the course 

conveys and combines information on cultural 

background with content that appeals to teen-

agers. Modern text types present authentic  

language that teenagers can then readily use in 

their everyday lives.

The advantages of a multilingual approach

»deutsch.com« aims to actively involve lear-

ners - with the aim of offering them an efficient 

and economical teaching and learning process. 

As they learn a new language, their previous 

knowledge of other languages and their mother 

tongue are brought into play. Commonalities 

and differences in basic vocabulary and gram-

mar are highlighted. Already familiar learning 

techniques and strategies are reactivated,  

applied and extended, thus ensuring that the 

learning process is a quick and lasting success.

Active right from the start

The task-oriented, communicative approach 

makes conscious use of multilingual learning 

strategies. Grammar, vocabulary and speech 

functions are taught systematically - within 

the framework of a slow and easy progression.  

Categorising the short and self-explanatory 

tasks and exercises according to different skills 

and learning objectives make things transparent 

so that teenage students become quickly awa-

re of their progress. They soon recognize how  

successful their learning process has been and 

then stick to the task.

With the new interactive coursebook pictures, 

exercises and texts can be presented on a video 

projector or a whiteboard in a lively and enter-

taining way. 

deutsch.com –  
in the midst of life!

the results of research into multilingualism to create a language course with a 

great deal of practical relevance for today‘s young students and the situation 

they find themselves in: in the midst of life.

COURSES FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS
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The course components

For classroom use  

 Coursebook 

expressions and vocabulary in a slow and 

easy progression

tasks according to skills and learning 

objectives

Audio-CDs for the Coursebook 

tasks and songs

For classroom use and self-study at home

Workbook with Audio-CD 

-

mon expressions 

contrasted with a previously acquired 

foreign language and the native language

listening texts and pronunciation tasks

 
Glossaries  

Glossaries XXL

explanations in the relevant mother tongue 

 

information

For classroom use and preparation

Teacher’s Book

method

and workbook

the course- and workbook 

Interactive Coursebook  

for classroom teaching

applications (pencil, markers ...)

DVD    

 coursebook

teaching

Digitalised edition
 

For classroom use and self-study at home

  Digitalised coursebook and work-

book with integrated audio and 

       video files

tablet (access via online learning platform)

 

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Anta Kursiša / Lina Pilypaitytė / Erna Szakály /  

Sara Vicente

Lina Pilypaitytė / Sara Vicente / Carmen Cristache / 

Erna Szakály

Get closer! deutsch.com -  
the course with great appeal

Sara Vicente / Carmen Cristache / Lina Pilypaitytė
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deutsch.com 1
 

Coursebook 
132 pages 001658-7

2 Audio-CDs for the Coursebook
93 min 051658-2

Workbook with Audio-CD
160 pages 011658-4

Glossaries

Englisch 351658-9

Französisch 361658-6

Glossaries XXL

Spanisch A1/1 141658-4

Spanisch A1/2 151658-1

DVD
54 min 071658-6

Teacher‘s Book
184 pages 041658-5

Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector 

and Whiteboard – DVD-ROM
 611658-8

deutsch.com 1 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
838601-9

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
848601-6-5

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerk

deutsch.com 2
Coursebook
140 pages 001659-4

2 Audio-CDs for the Coursebook
92 min 051659-9

Workbook with Audio-CD
168 pages 011659-1

Glossaries

Englisch 351659-6

Französisch 361659-3

Glossaries XXL

Spanisch A2/1 141659-1

Spanisch A2/2 151659-8

Teacher‘s Book
184 pages 041659-2

Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector 

and Whiteboard – DVD-ROM
 611659-5

deutsch.com 2 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
858601-3

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
868601-0

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerk

deutsch.com 3
Coursebook
128 pages 001660-0

2 Audio-CDs for the Coursebook
89 min 051660-5

Workbook with Audio-CD
164 pages 011660-7

Teacher‘s Book
136 pages 041660-8

Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector 

and Whiteboard – DVD-ROM
 401660-6

deutsch.com 3 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
878601-7

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
888601-4

 
INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerkhrwerk

INFO   To give you a first impression: 

www.hueber.de/deutsch.com/dvd

Franz SpechtFranz SpechtLina Pilypaitytė / Sara Vicente / Carmen Cristache / 

Erna Szakály

Your Resources Website 

▶ www.hueber.de/deutsch.com
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Get them interested, don‘t lecture them

Teenagers are fundamentally never very inte-

rested in school subjects, but rather concern 

themselves with larger issues in life such as life 

and death, poverty and wealth etc. »Ideen« 

uses this fact to create unusual topics that are 

then gradually linked to the world that teen-

agers actually experience.

Subjects: From the unusual to a personal 

experience 

Teenagers are not always prepared to talk about 

themselves and to reveal personal details. The 

further the content is from their personal cir-

cumstances, the more motivating and stimula-

ting it is likely to be. The preference for unusual 

content goes hand in hand with both a fascina-

tion with the extreme and realistic details. They 

like to identify with idols who seem to have 

what it takes to survive in a threatening world – 

courage, ingenuity, creativity and love. 

»Ideen« is built on texts far removed from 

teenage daily life, making it easier for teens to 

show interest for the subject. In the following 

sections, however, such subjects are brought 

into connection with the world of teenagers 

and simultaneously with the major teaching 

subjects. And so learning German becomes mo-

tivating and effective for the teens. 

Methodology

»Ideen« follows a task-oriented, communica-

tive approach where linguistic skills and partial 

knowledge are integrated and exercised in such 

a way that teenagers’ competences in a foreign 

language are developed in an interesting and 

motivating way. 

 

Envigorating not moralizing

In lessons, the task-oriented, communicative 

approach is emphasised, in which language 

skills are practised together in an integrated 

manner. Using a large number of different text 

types teenagers learn authentic language and 

how to use it authentically along with the most 

important grammatical structures and voca-

bulary. The short texts taken from magazines, 

newspapers, interviews, songs or poems stimu-

late discussion.

Target group: teenagers and young adults with no

prior knowledge of German

Media:  

om 

to 

ng 

ght

ers

ng 

mo-

Reaching your target without pressure

Vocabulary and grammar are systematically 

built up - the slow and easy, cyclical progression 

takes into consideration the different abilities 

and competences of teenagers in heteroge-

neous learning groups. Important language is 

continually repeated and natural revision and 

practice phases integrated into lesson planning.

Active right from the start

With the new interactive coursebook pictures, 

exercises and texts can be presented on a 

whiteboard or a video projector in a lively and 

entertaining way. 

Ideen –  successful teaching with the  
findings of developmental psychology

In making the transition from childhood to adulthood, teenagers must newly 

define their own identity. The transition from teenager to adult is not an easy 

one and is often accompanied by disassociation processes - which can be 

these developmental psychological concerns.
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Wilfried Krenn / Herbert Puchta

Ideen … to inspire you!

The course components

For classroom use

Coursebook 

design

module

Audio-CDs for the Coursebook 

tasks and songs

For classroom use and self-study at home

Workbook 

with Audio-CD

 language content

evaluation

listening texts of the workbook

Optional workbook  

with integrated CD-ROM 

and workbook  

lesson content at home

grammar of the units

Glossaries 

For classroom use and preparation

Teacher’s Book

method

and workbook

the course- and workbook 

Interactive Coursebook  

for classroom teaching

applications (pencil, markers ...)

DVD    

 coursebook

teaching

Digitalised edition
 

For classroom use and self-study at home

  Digitalised coursebook and work-

book with integrated audio and 

       video files

tablet (access via online learning platform)

 

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke 

INFO Readers for teenagers → Page 66 

Ideen 1
Coursebook
140 pages 001823-9

3 Audio-CDs for the Coursebook
177 min 051823-4

Workbook with Audio-CD
152 pages 011823-6

Workbook with Audio-CD + CD-ROM
152 pages 101823-8

CD-ROM
  301823-6

Glossaries

Englisch 351823-1

Französisch 361823-8

DVD
41 min 071823-8

Teacher‘s Book
192 pages 021823-3

Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector 

and Whiteboard – DVD-ROM
 611823-0

Ideen 1 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
738601-0

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
768601-1

COURSES FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS
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Franz Specht

INFO   To give you a first impression:: 

www.hueber.de/ideen/dvd

Franz

Your Resources Website 

▶ www.hueber.de/ideen

Ideen 2
Coursebook
144 pages 001824-6

3 Audio-CDs for the Coursebook
165 min 051824-1

Workbook with 2 Audio-CDs
180 pages 011824-3

Workbook with 2 Audio-CDs + CD-ROM
180 pages 101824-5

Glossaries

Englisch 351824-8

Französisch 361824-5

Teacher‘s Book
204 pages 021824-0

Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector 

and Whiteboard – DVD-ROM
401824-2

Ideen 2 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
748601-7

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
778601-8

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

Ideen 3
Coursebook
152 pages 001825-3

3 Audio-CDs for the Coursebook
176 min 051825-8

Workbook with 2 Audio-CDs
188 pages 011825-0

Glossary

Italienisch 221825-5

Teacher‘s Book
200 pages 021825-7

Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector 

and Whiteboard – DVD-ROM
401825-9

Ideen 3 
– Digitalised edition
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
758601-4

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
788601-5

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

National editions   
in Spanish and Turkish as well as national 
Workbooks in Italian and Slovakian at 
www.hueber.de   
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Target group: advanced teen students

Requirements: knowledge of level B1

Media:  

Texts relevant to the target group and 

teenage role models

The course is very clearly divided up into  

modules: the topics in each module are  

presented by personable teenagers who create 

a personal and emotional rapport with young 

students.  A wide choice of authentic reading 

and listening texts take account of teenage 

interests and train their reading and listening 

strategies.

Project work and authentic writing stimuli

From the very beginning »Mit uns« puts the 

productive skills of speaking and writing at the 

forefront of the language learning process. A 

great deal of emphasis is placed on transpa-

rent and comprehensible exercises and tasks 

that encourage language production - in both 

independent as well as cooperative forms of 

learning. Authentic writing stimuli and a variety 

of projects promote oral and written powers of 

expression.

The perfect correlation between course- 

and workbook makes targeting specific 

areas of language learning possible

Part and parcel of work with texts in »Mit 

uns« is the presentation of grammar structu-

res in the coursebook that can then be „disco-

vered“, revised and extended in the workbook  

where students are required to formulate the 

rule themselves independently. In conjunction 

with the coursebook the vocabulary work inclu-

ded in the workbook contributes to extending 

the young learners‘ vocabulary and to giving 

them the necessary strategies required for their 

own independent vocabulary acquisition. Spe-

cific writing practice materials in the workbook 

aim to prepare young learners for the exam and 

at the same time to improve their own writing 

skills.  

Exam preparation

Motivating topics prepare students step by step 

for different current exam formats, in particular 

the Deutsches Sprachdiplom (DSD I und II) and 

the Goethe-Zertifikat B1.

Mit uns! - With us  …   
learning German is fun!

»Mit uns« is a course for advanced young learners of German, based on their 

previous knowledge of the language and developing it further systematically. 

An interesting variety of topics and texts encourages teenage learners to form 

their own opinions and achieve new insights.

COURSES FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS
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 Mit uns!

The course components

For classroom use

Coursebook

by a teenage protagonist who forms a 

loose link between the lessons

which the protagonist and the topics in the 

lessons are presented

pages, cultural background and project

verbs and list of useful language

Audio-CDs for the Coursebook

 

the workbook

For classroom use and self-study at home

Workbook  

content

MP3-download as part of the course back-

up service 

 

For classroom use and preparation

  Teacher's Book

of the course

coursebook

 www.hueber.de/mit-uns (free of charge)

 

Digitalised edition
 

For classroom use and self-study at home

  Digitalised coursebook and work-

book with integrated audio and 

       video files

tablet (access via online learning platform)

 www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

 
 
Mit uns B1+
Coursebook
120 pages 001060-8

Workbook
144 pages 011060-5

Coursebook  with 2 Audio-CDs,

Workbook with 1 Audio-CD
200 min 021060-2

Mit uns B1+ –  
Digitale Ausgabe
Digitalised coursebook with integrated 

audio files
  051060-3

Digitalised workbook with integrated audio 

files
  061060-0

INFO  

www.hueber.de/digitale-lehrwerke

COURSES FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS
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Anni Fischer-Mitziviris / Sylvia Janke-Papanikolaou Anni Fischer-Mitziviris Anni Fischer-Mitziviris

Your Resources Website 

▶ www.hueber.de/ausblick

Target group: advanced teen students, 

ages 13 to 18

Requirements: knowledge of level B1 

Media:   

Deutsches Sprachdiplom der Kultusminister-
konferenz („DSD I“) Stufe 1

Goethe-Zertifi kat B2 
Final exams in German (level B2)  
at schools in varions states.  

Goethe-Zertifi kat C1
Deutsches Sprachdiplom der Kultusminister-
konferenz („DSD II“ )

The course components

For classroom use

Coursebook

 attractive photo pages

Audio-CDs

-

beamer and via interactive whiteboard)

For classroom use and self-study at home

Workbook  

with Audio-CD

-

lary – for broadening the course materials 

and for internal differentiation

things often perceived as difficult 

for text production in exams

self-study at home

-

dual topics

end of each lesson in accordance with the 

“can do” outlines of the Common European 

Reference Framework for Languages

Glossaries 

Preparation for the  

exams DSD I and DSD II

II«

For classroom use and preparation

Teacher’s Book

lessons

exams at intermediate level

workbook

Interactive Coursebook for  

classroom teaching

applications (pencil, markers ...)

AusBlick –  
look forward to new perspectives!

COURSES FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS
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Thomas Polland Thomas Polland

AusBlick 1
Coursebook
116 pages 001860-4

2 Audio-CDs for the Coursebook
75 min 031860-5

Workbook + CD
160 pages 011860-1

Teacher‘s Book
96 pages 021860-8

Glossary Greek 

Available only at: 

Hueber Hellas 

31 A Pendelis 

15343 Ag. Paraskevi - Athen

Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector 

and Whiteboard – DVD-ROM
  131860-4

Fit für das DSD I

Practice Book
132 pages 201860-2

INFO Listening comprehension available in 

MP3-format at www.hueber.de/dsd1 

(free of charge)

AusBlick 2
Coursebook
140 pages 001861-1

2 Audio-CDs for the Coursebook
87 min 031861-2

Workbook with Audio-CD
184 pages 011861-8

Teacher‘s Book
136 pages 021861-5

Glossary Greek 

Available only at: 

Hueber Hellas 

31 A Pendelis 

15343 Ag. Paraskevi - Athen

Interactive Coursebook for Video Projector 

and Whiteboard – DVD-ROM
  131861-1

AusBlick 3
Coursebook
120 pages 001862-8

2 Audio-CDs for the Coursebook
91 min 031862-9

Workbook with Audio-CD
168 pages 011862-5

Teacher‘s Book
120 pages 021862-2

Fit für das DSD II

Practice Book with Audio-CD
136 pages 201862-6

INFO Listening comprehension available in 

MP3-format at www.hueber.de/dsd1 

(free of charge)
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Target group: adults and teenagers aged 16 and 

upwards who wish to acquire specialist language 

knowledge in addition to general language 

teaching; students at technical and vocational 

schools and colleges

Specialist language helps to perfect  

specialist knowledge!

Our series »Menschen im Beruf« teaches the 

specific language required for different voca-

tions, e.g. tourism, nursing and medicine.

Great emphasis is placed on the communica-

tive skills required for each vocational context.  

Specialist vocabulary and frequently used  

expressions and language are practiced system-

atically: real situations taken from daily life at 

work are presented in lively dialogues and a 

series of authentic listening and reading texts. 

Practically relevant exercises make learning less 

monotonous and teaching more dynamic. The 

course-books with their attractive full-colour 

design include Audio-CDs with the listening 

texts - in addition all specialist language has 

been recorded for listening and speaking prac-

tice and is available as a MP3-download.  

A teacher‘s manual is available on the Internet 

and gives teachers valuable tips on how to or-

ganise and manage the teaching process with 

relevance to the specialist language involved.

The ideal specialist-language supplement

»Menschen im Beruf« is suitable - given the 

necessary previous knowledge of the language 

- as course material in its own right for purely 

specialist courses or can be used in conjunction 

with any other general language coursebook 

of level A1 - B1 e.g. as supplementary material 

for »Menschen«. The language progression in 

»Menschen im Tourismus« and »Menschen in 

der Pflege« is exactly the same as that in »Men-

schen« - thus enabling general and specialist 

language to be combined in ideal fashion! 

Training of skills for the professional life

The series »Menschen im  Beruf« is completed 

by volumes for training of skills that play an 

important role in everyday life of most profes-

sions: telephone training, writing training, job 

application training and training for meetings 

and presentations.

Menschen im Beruf –  
lively and relevant

Whether they have contact through their job with tourists from Germany, 

Austria and Switzerland at a holiday resort or happen to be immigrants 

who are preparing for a future life in Germany as a health-care or medical  

professional: anyone in a job needs to practise the appropriate language skills 

relevant for acquiring practical knowledge and experience. 
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bis  Menschen 
im Beruf –  
Tourismus A1 
The course teaches and practises vocabulary 

and frequently used expressions and lan-

guage that employees in the tourist industry 

require for their work.

In volume A1 students learn how to make 

themselves understood in different situations 

in a hotel. Typical situations at reception 

and in the restaurant where hotel emplo-

yees require speaking and listening skills are 

practised. 

 

Can be used alongside any general language 

coursebook of level A1 - having the same 

language progression, it is especially suited 

to supplement our course »Menschen« with 

specialist vocabulary.

Coursebook with practice material and 
Audio-CD 
80 pages 101424-7

Menschen  
im Beruf –  
Tourismus A2 
Following on directly from book A1 students 

learn how to make themselves understood in 

different situations at a holiday resort, e.g. in 

a restaurant, on day trips or when guests are 

about to leave the hotel.

Can be used alongside any general language 

coursebook of level A2 - having the same 

language progression, it is especially suited 

to supplement our course »Menschen« with 

specialist vocabulary. 

Coursebook with practice material and 
Audio-CD 
72 pages 141424-5

Menschen  
im Beruf – Pflege A2 
The course teaches and practises vocabulary 

and frequently used expressions and langua-

ge careworkers require for their work.

Great emphasis is placed on the commu-

nicative skills required for each vocational 

context. 

 

Can be used alongside any general general 

language coursebook of level A2 - having the 

same language progression, it is especially 

suited to supplement our course 

»Menschen« with specialist vocabulary. 

Coursebook with practice material and 
Audio-CD  
120 pages 401190-8

Menschen  
im Beruf - Pflege B1
The course teaches and practises vocabulary 

and frequently used expressions and langua-

ge careworkers require for their work.

Great emphasis is placed on the commu-

nicative skills required for each vocational 

context. 

Can be used alongside any general general 

language coursebook of level B1 - having the 

same language progression, it is especially 

suited to supplement our course »Men-

schen« with specialist vocabulary. 

Coursebook with Audio-CD
120 pages 501190-7

bis  Menschen  
im Beruf – Medizin 
The course teaches and practises vocabulary 

and frequently used expressions and lan-

guage that employees in medical professions 

require for their work.

All areas of communication relevant for 

doctors are included: conversations among 

colleagues, with careworkers and with pati-

ents and their relatives. 

 

Can be used alongside any general language 

course at level B2 and C1. 

Coursebook with MP3-CD
176 pages 701190-5

Ihr Lehrwerkservice  

▶ www.hueber.de/menschen-im-beruf

Anja Schümann / Cordula Schurig / Frauke van der 

Werff / Brigitte Schaefer
Valeska Hagner
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bis  Menschen 
im Beruf – 
Telefontraining 

speaking skills needed for telephoning at 

work

the language needed for them

guided exercises

-

room use

suitable for self-study  

Coursebook with Audio-CD
88 pages 151587-4

bis  Menschen 
im Beruf – 
Schreibtraining 

needed in a working environment

minutes of meetings, letters, etc. and the 

language needed for them

skills and grammar

-

room use

suitable for self-study

Coursebook

112 pages 141587-7

bis  Menschen 
im Beruf –  
Bewerbungs-

training 

needed during the process of applying for 

a job 

research to job interview and the language 

needed in each instance

-

room use

suitable for self-study

Coursebook with Audio-CD

72 pages 121587-3

bis  Menschen 
im Beruf – Training 
Besprechen und 
Präsentieren 

needed for meetings and presentations in 

a working environment

-

room use

suitable for self-study

Coursebook with Audio-CD 131587-0

Thomas Lüthi / Kerstin NamuthTThomaAxel Hering / Magdalena Matussek

ISBN 978 3 19

Your resources  
website

 Lesson plans, answers,

 transcriptions
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Deutsch in der 
Firma 

 

Media:

bis

Target group: learners of German whose native 

language is Greek, Spanish, Polish or Romanian and 

who want to prepare for typical job situations

to practise German words and phrases for 

typical job situations or to look them up 

quickly

transcriptions and translations into Greek, 

Spanish, Polish or Romanian

meetings, telephoning, small talk amongst 

colleagues or conflict situations

-

tural and work-related facts

-

panion

spoken in German and their translation in 

Greek, Spanish, Polish or Romanian 

Griechisch, Spanisch, Polnisch, Rumänisch
Book with MP3-Download
256 pages 007475-4

Englisch, Französisch, Italienisch, Russisch
Book with MP3-Download
256 pages 207475-2

Deutsch  
in der Pflege 

 

Media:

bis

Target group: learners of German whose native 

language is Greek, Spanish, Polish or Romanian and 

who want to prepare for typical job situations

to practise German words and phrases for 

typical job situations or to look them up 

quickly

transcriptions and translations into Greek, 

Spanish, Polish or Romanian

patients, residents, colleagues, and doctors

-

tural and work-related facts

-

panion

spoken in German and their translation in 

Greek, Spanish, Polish or Romanian 

Griechisch, Spanisch, Polnisch, Rumänisch
Book with MP3-Download
256 pages 007476-1

Englisch, Französisch, Italienisch, Russisch

Book with MP3-Download
256 pages 207476-9

Deutsch  
in der Gastronomie 
und Hotellerie 

 

Media:

bis

Target group: learners of German whose native 

language is Greek, Spanish, Polish or Romanian and 

who want to prepare for typical job situations

to practise German words and phrases for 

typical job situations or to look them up 

quickly

transcriptions and translations into Greek, 

Spanish, Polish or Romanian

hotel

-

tural and work-related facts

-

panion

spoken in German and their translation in 

Greek, Spanish, Polish or Romanian

Griechisch, Spanisch, Polnisch, Rumänisch
Book with MP3-Download
256 pages 007477-8

Englisch, Französisch, Italienisch, Russisch

Book with MP3-Download
256 pages 207477-6

Juliane Forssmann / Axel Hering Angelika Gajkowski / Ioannis Metaxas Urte Albrecht /Juliane Forssmann / Gerhard 

Kostka von Liebinsfeld
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VOCATIONAL LANGUAGE

Deutsch für  
Ingenieure

Media:

Target group: learners of German whose native 

language is Greek, Spanish, Polish or Romanian and 

who want to prepare for typical situations in the job 

of an engineer

 

bis

PDF

www.hueber.de/downloads

(subject to charge)

to practise German words and phrases for 

typical job situations or to look them up 

quickly

transcriptions and translations into Greek, 

Spanish, Polish and Romanian

-

neer

-

tural and work-related facts

-

panion

spoken in German and their translation in 

Greek, Spanish, Polish and Romanian

Griechisch, Spanisch, Polnisch, Rumänisch

Book with MP3-Download
256 pages 507475-9

Deutsch in Handel 
und Verkauf 

Medien:

Zielgruppe: learners of German whose native 

language is Greek, Spanish, Polish or Romanian and 

who want to prepare for typical situations in trading 

and sales

 

bis

PDF

www.hueber.de/downloads 

(subject to charge)

to practise German words and phrases for 

typical job situations or to look them up 

quickly

transcriptions and translations into Greek, 

Spanish, Polish and Romanian

-

tural and work-related facts

-

panion

spoken in German and their translation in 

Greek, Spanish, Polish and Romanian

Griechisch, Spanisch, Polnisch, Rumänisch
Book with MP3-Download
256 pages 007478-5

Leila Finger / Inge Kunerl



Target group: adults and teenagers 16+ who

want to learn German for vocational purposes

Media:  

to

From classroom to working day

Conducting a consultation, giving instructions 

and reacting to them, participating in a discus-

sion and understanding a report, explaining a 

technical appliance, answering a complaint, dis-

cussing things with colleagues: these and many 

other situations help to teach the language 

repertoire required in a vocational setting. The 

many examples of different vocations - business 

manager, master baker, technician, care worker 

- facilitate the transfer of the language elements 

to any individual working environment.

Communication in action

The course bases itself on active communication 

- priority is given to communication strategies in 

a vocational context. A variety of exercises und 

lots of role plays serve as stimuli for the use, 

practice and independent further development 

of the course content.

Teaching designed to suit students‘ needs

The units are short and clearly designed. After 

an introduction page with associative exercises 

there follow three single pages each of which 

focusses on a single speech act. As a result it is 

possible to tailor the material to suit students‘ 

needs. This will help teachers without any un-

due effort to design their lessons specifically  

geared to the course materials and the success-

ful progress of their students.

Im Beruf –  
job skills are life skills

Applying for a job, the first day at work, communication with colleagues and 

customers … – the new course »Im Beruf« has been designed to reflect the 

working day in a German-speaking country. It is, therefore, perfect for lear-

ners who are looking for a job or those who already work but need to acquire 

the necessary language skills.

VOCATIONAL LANGUAGE
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The course components
 

For classroom use

Coursebook

vocational purposes

„extra“ double-page spread with intercul-

turally relevant topics taken from the world 

of work and a double page with useful 

phrases und grammar

Audio-CD for the Coursebook 

-

book 

For classroom use and self-study at home

Workbook

vocabulary and useful phrases

-

ning vocabulary of each unit

For classroom use and preparation

 
Lesson plans

structure

unit at www.hueber.de/im-beruf

Coursebook
92 pages 101190-1

Audio-CD for the Coursebook
76 min 161190-3

Workbook
192 pages 131190-2

Im Beruf – 
for everyone who needs to learn German for their job!

Annette Müller / Sabine Schlüter Valeska Hagner / Sabine Schlüter
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GRAMMAR

Grammatik –  
ganz klar!
Übungsgrammatik A1 bis B1

Target group: learners at level A1 to B1

Media: 

to

learners in a clear and well-structured 

manner using double-page spreads: on the 

left, a motivating comic strip and simply-

expressed explanations, on the right, 

exercises labelled according to level

-

mentary material in the classroom 

Grammar Practice Book with Audio-CD and 
Interactive Exercises

224 pages 051555-4

Italienisch

Grammatik – ganz klar! 

Grammatica con esercizi A1–B1

The bilingual edition makes grammar studies 

easier through the use of study instructions 

language. 

Italian Edition: Grammar Practice Book with 
Audio-CD and Interactive Exercises

200 pages 071555-8

Übungsgrammatik 
für die Grundstufe
Target group: learners at level A1 to B1 

Media:   

to

central grammar topics at beginner level

matching exercises, word and sentence 

formation tasks

verbs in the appendix

assessment

learning more enjoyable

-

mentary material in the classroom 

240 pages 107448-7

Anneli Billina / Monika ReimannAABarbara Gottstein-Schramm / Susanne Kalender / 
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GRAMMARGRAMMAR

Grundstufen- 
Grammatik für 
Deutsch als  
Fremdsprache
Erklärungen und Übungen, aktualisierte 

Auflage

Target group: learners at level A1 to B1 wishing to 

repeat and revise basic grammar 

 

Media:

to

requirements of the European Framework 

of Reference

explanation of basic grammar

selective revision and consolidation

-

cises

B1

-

mentary material in the classroom 

Grammar with integrated key and CD-ROM
264 pages 161575-8

Zweisprachige Ausgaben mit 
integriertem Lösungsschlüssel 
und CD-ROM

The bilingual editions make grammar studies 

easier through the use of study instructions 

language. 

Englisch

Essential Grammar of German
with integrated key and CD-ROM

264 pages 201575-5

Französisch

Grammaire de base de l'allemand
with integrated key and CD-ROM

264 pages 231575-6

You can still order the bilingual edition of 

the previous editions for Italian, Russian, 

Spanish and Turkish at www.hueber.de

Kurzgrammatik 
Deutsch
 

Target group: learners at level A1 to B1, who only

wish to learn or revise basic grammar

Media:   

to

PDF  

www.hueber.de/downloads 

(subject to charge)

topics at a glance

to-understand structure

appendix 

study 

travelling

-

tions and example sentences (English or 

Russian)

German Edition
128 pages 009569-8

English Edition
152 pages 109569-7

Russian Edition
160 pages 209569-6

Monika Reimann Monika Reimann
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Lehr- und Übungs-
buch der deutschen 
Grammatik – aktuell
Target group: advanced beginners and intermediate 

levels looking to acquire thorough and coherent 

knowledge of the language 

  

Media:   

to

-

nized layout

sample sentences

the language

study

TIPP

Coursebook
396 pages 307255-9

Key (for all editions)
88 pages 407255-8

Bilingual editions

English Edition
396 pages 327255-3

Russian Edition
416 pages 367255-1

Lehr- und 
Übungsbuch 
der deutschen 
Grammatik 
as well as the bilingual editions 

for Chinese, English, French,  

Italian and Spanish are still  

available at  www.hueber.de
   
Übungsgrammatik 
für die Mittelstufe

Target group: advanced learners 

Media:   

to

»em Übungsgrammatik« 

explanation and on the right the practice 

material

texts 

self-study

assessment

 

Book with Removable Answer Key
272 Seiten 011657-7

Großes Übungsbuch 
Deutsch – Grammatik

Media:

Target group: for self-study or as accompanying 

material for the course

to

PDF  

www.hueber.de/downloads 

(subject to charge)

grammar, idioms, vocabulary and common 

errors

-

gories to facilitate quick reference

make exercise material more accessible

individual exercises 

 
296 pages 101721-7
    

GRAMMAR

Axel Hering / Magdalena Matussek /  

Michaela Perlmann-Balme
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deutsch üben 
A series of practice books dealing with 

grammar topics from elementary up to 

advanced level. 

 

 

Deutsch für Besserwisser
Typische Fehler verstehen und vermeiden 

avoiding typical mistakes

key areas verbs und nouns

tips with signal grammar 

-

cises

-

tions to assist comprehension

-

Deutsch für Besserwisser A1
Book with MP3-CD
168 pages 007499-0

Deutsch für Besserwisser A2
Book with MP3-CD
200 pages 017499-7

Deutsch für Besserwisser B1
Book with MP3-CD
184 pages 027499-4

Wortschatz & Grammatik
Level A1 to B1

texts, transformation exercises and syntax 

practice etc.

topics relevant for level A1 to B1 

-

rienced learners of German

Wortschatz & Grammatik A1

116 pages 407493-4

Wortschatz & Grammatik A2

128 pages 557493-8

Wortschatz & Grammatik B1

224 pages 417493-1

Hören & Sprechen
Level A1 to B1

everyday topics and speech functions

-

rienced learners of German 

Hören & Sprechen A1

Book with Audio-CD

Buch, 76 pages 507493-3

Hören & Sprechen A2

Book with 2 Audio-CDs

Buch , 116 pages 567493-5

Hören & Sprechen B1

Book with 2 Audio-CDs

136 pages 617493-9

Lesen & Schreiben
Level A1 to B1

and reading comprehension 

the most important everyday topics and 

speech functions

-

rienced learners of German

Lesen & Schreiben A1

96 pages 457493-9

Lesen & Schreiben A2

112 pages 537493-4

Lesen & Schreiben B1

112 pages 547493-1

Anneli Billina Anneli BillinaAnneli Billina
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Readers for  
Teenagers

Target group: teenagers at level A2

Media:   

popular readers series provides a pleasant 

change and motivates teenagers to want to 

read: with stories about girls and boys, hob-

bies and adventures, friendship and jealousy 

and, of course, about love ... Stories about 

 

comprehension easier

 appendix

story development and lots more)

All titles of the series are available as:

Booklet

  

 Booklet with Audio-CD

INFO

 

www.hueber.de/downloads 

(subject to charge)

Der Tote im See

super-cool wearing Mum‘s new designer 

sunglasses. Then, oh dear ... suddenly they‘re 

lying at the bottom of the lake. And down 

there‘s supposed to be a dead body ...

Booklet, 48 pages 111672-9
Booklet with Audio-CD 101672-2

Lea? Nein danke!
Julia‘s world is very simple: Hanna is her best 

friend, Nina is cool and Lea is the biggest 

swot in Form 7a! But then Form 7a all go to 

the country together for a week and Julia has 

to spend a whole day alone with Lea...

Booklet, 48 pages 211672-8
Booklet with Audio-CD 201672-1

Jungs sind keine Regenschirme

and Marie is hoping Chris will partner her. But 

then Lennart, the sweaty one with the spots, 

comes along and asks: „Would you like to go 

with me to the ball?“ And Marie says „Yes!“ 

Why? She has no idea. And if you make a 

promise, then you have to keep it, don‘t you?

Booklet, 48 pages 311672-7
Booklet with Audio-CD 301672-0

Timo darf nicht sterben!
-

scription of the Zugspitze given in the Hiker‘s 

Guide. And „Climbing in bad weather can be 

extremely dangerous.“ Timo doesn‘t read 

hiker‘s guides and doesn‘t listen to Andreas, 

an experienced mountaineer. Timo‘s ego trip 

turns into a race against imminent death.

Booklet, 48 pages 411672-6
Booklet with Audio-CD 401672-9

Das Geheimnis der Statue
In an old house Max and Yannick find a small 

white statue. Not very interesting they think 

at first. But then Max sees an Animal Welfare 

poster with very similar statues pictured on 

it. They are made from elephants‘ tusks and 

criminals make a great deal of money from 

the sale of ivory. A dangerous adventure 

starts ....

Booklet, 56 pages 511672-5
Booklet with Audio-CD 501672-8

Ein Fall für Tessa
Tessa is bored during the summer holidays. 

Then her mother brings her some detective 

novels from a car boot sale – Tessas favourite 

read. So the summer holidays get to be 

exciting after all. Tessa finds a mysterious 

message in a book about the detective Sher-

lock Holmes. What lies behind it? And who 

does the book belong to? The trail leads to a 

boy with beautiful eyes ...

Booklet , 48 pages 711672-3
Booklet with Audio-CD 701672-6

Papierhelden 

Soon an important judo tournament is going 

to take place. Robin‘s father trains the team 

and is annoyed about Robin‘s poor perfor-

mance. They‘ll never win at this rate! At one 

thing Robin is really good at origami. But no 

one knows anything about that. What normal 

boy his age makes models out of paper?

And then the truth comes out and everyone 

starts laughing at Robin. Even Maxie avoids 

him. Maxie who Robin really likes. So now 

Robin wants to show everyone that he really 

can fight. Because this fight he would like to 

win at all costs.

 
Booklet , 52 pages 811672-2
Booklet with Audio-CD 801672-5

Friederike WilhelmiCharlotte Habersack Charlotte Habersack
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Marion Schwenninger

Träume beißen nicht
„Why isn‘t it tomorrow already?“ thinks 

Rosalie when she wakes up. She doesn‘t 

want to go to school. And there‘s a good 

reason for that: today‘s the day of the theatre 

performance and Rosalie has stage fright. 

She dreams of becomimg an actress. But 

being afraid is a terrible feeling. Then she has 

an idea: „Why don‘t I just stay at home? Pre-

tending to be ill is easy.“ Rosalie already feels 

better. But things are not that easy. All at 

once there are two Rosalies. And the „other“ 

Rosalie is afraid of nothing...

Booklet, 52 pages 911672-1
Booklet with Audio-CD 901672-4

MarioMarioJanet Clark

s 

-

s 

1
4

INFO Sample Pages from »Träume beißen nicht«

JJMarion Schwenninger
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Easy Literature

Target group: adults and teenagers at level A2

Media:   

-

eign language frustrating and boring? Well, it 

the experience both enjoyable and entertai-

ning right from the very first line. And should 

you want to know more, they can also be a 

useful introduction to the original texts.

All titles of the series are available as: 

Booklet

  

 Booklet with Audio-CD

INFO

 

www.hueber.de/downloads  

(subject to charge)

Siegfrieds Tod
nach Motiven aus dem Nibelungenlied frei 

erzählt von Franz Specht

This shortened version of the first part of the 

Song of the Nibelungen concentrates on the 

main characters Kriemhild, Siegfried, Gunther, 

Hagen and Brünhild and the most important 

of Siegfried. The story has all the elements 

of a modern-day movie or TV-series: love, 

jealousy, disappointment, intrigue, hate and 

grief. The Middle-Ages? Not so long ago after 

all!

 
Booklet, 52 pages 011673-7
Booklet with Audio-CD 001673-0

Faust
Eine kleine Werkstatt zu einem großen 

Thema

is about to throw his life away when Mephis-

to makes him an offer: Forget your obsession 

with truth, devote your life to pleasure! What 

follows is a sad and bitter story that drives 

Faust to the very edge of insanity. 

Booklet, 56 pages 111673-6
Booklet with Audio-CD 101673-9

Fräulein Else
Arthur Schnitzlers Novelle neu erzählt

In the early 1920s, Fräulein Else, the 19-year-

old daughter of a Viennese lawyer goes on 

holiday in Italy. But then an express letter ar-

rives and Else‘s world is turned upside down. 

Her father needs immediately 30.000 guilders 

or the family will be ruined. Staying at Else‘s 

-

day – a friend of the family and an admirer of 

beautiful young girls. What? Else is supposed 

to ask him for the money? HIM?

Booklet, 48 pages 211673-5
Booklet with Audio-CD 201673-8

Rumpelstilzchen

von Franz Specht

were two brothers who lived in Germany. 

-

helm. They travelled far and wide throughout 

the land and collected fairy tales. You will 

find three of them in this booklet: „Rumpel-

stiltskin“, „Mother Holle“ and „The Fisherman 

and His Wife“.

Booklet, 52 pages 311673-4
Booklet with Audio-CD 301673-7

Bergkristall
Eine Weihnachtsgeschichte nach Adalbert 

Stifter

White Christmas? No, on this particular 24th 

there in the high mountains. Konrad and 

his little sister Sanna walk over to see their 

back it suddenly starts to snow heavily. The 

children are unable to see the surrounding 

countryside and lose their way. Higher and 

higher they climb up into the mountains until 

they are completely surrounded by ice and 

snow. Silent night, holy night … a freezing 

cold night! 

Booklet, 52 pages 511673-2
Booklet with Audio-CD 501673-5

Franz Specht Franz SpechtUrs Luger Franz SpecUrs Luger
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Der zerbrochene Krug
nach Heinrich von Kleist

Mrs Marthe Rull appears before the court 

with a broken jug. She says a man broke it. 

daughter Eve‘s room!

devil himself? Adam, the local village judge 

doesn‘t really want to shed some light on this 

dark affair, because he already knows the 

truth ... 

Booklet, 52 pages 411673-3
Booklet with Audio-CD 401673-6

Die Räuber
nach Friedrich Schiller

Friedrich Schiller‘s great drama about love, 

hate, death and freedom.

Germany in the 18th century: Karl von Moor 

has finished his studies and is about to return 

home to his father and the love of his life, 

Amalia. But his brother Franz has other ideas 

… He spreads lies about Karl, such evil lies 

that Karl is forbidden to return home. Life 

for Karl, enraged and desperate, no longer 

makes any sense and he becomes a bandit 

and robber. But it‘s then that his problems 

really begin … 

Booklet, 52 pages 611673-1
Booklet with Audio-CD 601673-4

 

Die Bremer Stadtmusikanten

und Aschenputtel neu erzählt von Urs Luger

become Musicians of Bremen, but soon find 

another different home.

Little Red Riding Hood only wants to visit her 

grandmother and then defeats the big bad 

wolf.  

Poor Cinderella doesn‘t seem to have much 

of a chance in life, but finally does find her 

prince.

These are not just stories with a happy 

ending, they are also stories with a long tra-

dition. The fairy stories of the Brothers Grimm 

are known and loved all over the world. 

  
Booklet, 52 pages 811673-9
Booklet with Audio-CD  801673-2

Werther 

Goethes große Liebesgeschichte neu erzählt

Werther meets Lotte and realises immediate-

ly: she is the woman of his dreams, the love 

of his life. But Lotte is already engaged – she 

chance? He writes a letter to his friend Wil-

helm and tells him of his love, his happiness, 

his sadness and his growing desperation 

knowing that he can never really be with 

Lotte.

Booklet, 48 pages 711673-0
Booklet with Audio-CD 701673-3

Urs Luger

INFO Sample Pages from »Werther«
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Booklets German as 
a foreign language

Target group: adults and teenagers at level A2, B1 

and B2

Media:   

to

Here you‘ll find exciting detective novels and 

short stories: 

explanations, exercises for reading com-

prehension and for the development of 

learning strategies

All titles of the series are available as:

Reading Booklet

 

INFO  The series is also available as 

MP3 at www.hueber.de/downloads 

(subject to charge)

Detective stories 
with Carsten Tsara
Carsten Tsara is in his early 30ies, lacks acu-

men, and his memory is also only average. 

Not particularly good qualifications for a 

private detective, one would think. But he 

is one. He trusts his intuition and his motto 

is: an ounce of practice is worth a pound of 

theory. 

Sicher ist nur eins
Carsten Tsara blickt nicht durch 

Niveau A2

Some important documents go missing in 

a company developing hightech materials. 

What lies behind it? Espionage? Blackmail? 

lose his job unless detective Carsten Tsara 

solves the case quickly. 

Reading Booklet, 48 pages 001669-3

Schöne Augen
Carsten Tsara ist verliebt 

Niveau B1

Week in, week out, month for month life 

day when an incredible amount happens all 

at once. Carsten Tsara meets a woman, gets 

involved in a stupid plan and discovers that 

he is not as good a detective as he thought.

Reading Booklet, 56 pages 001666-2

Der rote Hahn
Ein heißer Fall für Carsten Tsara 

Niveau B1

An arsonist causes panic in town with repea-

ted attacks. The police have no idea who it 

could be. Their investigations are fruitless. 

Then an old lady contacts Carsten Tsara: she 

has a terrible suspicion.

Reading Booklet, 80 pages 001668-6

Die Angst und der Tod
Carsten Tsara macht sich Sorgen 

Niveau B1

What do we really know about the people 

close to us? So little that it can sometimes 

be a cause for alarm. Carsten Tsara reflects 

upon life and upon death. He begins to see 

the world in a different light. His neighbour 

asks him for a small favour. He enters her 

discovery. 

Reading Booklet, 64 pages 001671-6

Die schöne Frau Bär
Falsches Spiel mit Carsten Tsara 

Niveau B1

Mrs. Bär is scared. Someone is watching her. 

Who is it? Someone else in the agency gets 

the job. Tsara gets involved anyway and … 

gets into trouble. 

Reading Booklet, 76 pages 001667-9

Franz Specht
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Die ganze Wahrheit
Carsten Tsara hat Besuch 

Niveau B1

Christine, a former classmate, visits Tsara. He 

cannot remember her –  and suddenly she 

has disappeared again ... His investigations 

uncover a complicated web of lies.

Reading Booklet, 56 pages 201669-1

Besserwisser
Carsten Tsara und das scharfe S 

Niveau B1

His latest case leads private detective 

Carsten Tsara into conflict with two paranoid 

know-alls. Can he prevent the impending 

escalation?

Reading Booklet, 56 pages 301667-6

Short Stories
The author succeeds in bringing people like 

you and me to life with sympathy and under-

standing, making these stories a real pleasure 

to read and listen to. An air of amusement 

and at times of melancholy pervades the 

texts that adds to the reading experience and 

provides further food for thought. 

The short stories are divided into short, clear 

„chapters“ containing single-language word 

explanations in the appendix plus exercises 

for reading comprehension and for develo-

ping reading strategies.

Das Wunschhaus und andere 
Geschichten
Level B1

The three short stories are about a messed 

up – but nonetheless lucky – blind date, 

about a summer beach trip with obstacles, 

and a view into a beautiful world which 

leaves many questions open. 

Reading Booklet, 56 pages 001670-9

Der Taubenfütterer und  
andere Geschichten
Level B1

Four short stories – some more reflective, 

others quite amusing – telling about more or 

less odd encounters. 

Reading Booklet, 72 pages 201670-7

Der Passagier und  
andere Geschichten
Level B1

Five short stories taken from everyday life 

which anyone can identify with and yet  

retain a secretive aura. 

Reading Booklet, 76 pages 201666-0

Die Fantasien des Herrn Röpke 
und andere Geschichten
Level B1

Six stories about men and women, about 

dreams and the harshness of reality. Witty, 

cryptic and thought-provoking they pro-

vide an excellent starting point for further 

discussion.

Reading Booklet, 64 pages 301670-6

Der Ruf der Tagesfische und 
andere Geschichten
Level B2

Four entertaining stories about more or less 

conflict-laden relationships, whether between 

friends or partners.  

The outcome is almost always uncertain, 

which makes the texts particularly suited for 

reflection and discussion. 

Reading Booklet, 56 pages 101670-8

Leonhard ThomaFranz Specht Brigitte Braucek
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Fit für ...

Target group: students at various levels of 

competence requiring intensive preparation for all 

the relevant exams of German as a Foreign Language 

Media:   

The material familiarises with the content 

and format of the exam, explains what is 

required in the exam, and provides authentic 

practice material. Students receive step-by-

step preparation for the exam tasks in all the 

necessary skills: 

listening comprehension, writing and spea-

king

task to round things off

tasks and self-explanatory exercises

study at home

For Teenagers
Fit für Fit in Deutsch 1 und 2
Tipps und Übungen 

Level A1 bis A2

Coursebook with Audio-CD
144 pages 001870-3

 
Fit fürs Zertifikat A2 / 
Fit in Deutsch

Coursebook with Audio-CD
168 pages 011873-1

 

Fit fürs Zertifikat B1 

Coursebook with Code for MP3-Download 

(Listening Texts)
168 pages 241651-4

 

Fit für das DSD I 
Level A2 bis B1

Practice Book
132 pages 201860-2

 
INFO Listening comprehension available in 

MP3-format at www.hueber.de/dsd1 

(free of charge) 

Fit für das DSD II
Level B2 bis C1

Including a detailed writing guide with lots of 

tips and exercises  

Practice Book with Audio-CD
136 pages 201862-6

 
INFO Listening comprehension available in 

MP3-format at www.hueber.de/dsd2 

(free of charge)

Johannes Gerbes / Frauke van der Werff  Johannes Gerbes / Frauke van der Werff  Johannes Gerbes / Frauke van der Werff
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For Adults
Fit fürs Goethe-Zertifikat A1

 

Level A1

Coursebook with Audio-CD
128 pages 001872-7

 

Fit fürs Goethe-Zertifikat A2
 

Level A2

Coursebook with Audio-CD
136 pages 001873-4

 

Fit fürs Goethe-Zertifikat A2

Coursebook with Audio-CD
168 pages 021873-8

 

Fit fürs Österreichische 
Sprachdiplom A2

 

Level A2

Coursebook with Audio-CD
88 pages 001876-5

 

Fit für den Deutsch-Test für 
Zuwanderer
Level A2 bis B1

Exercise Book with Audio-CD
152 pages 051689-6

 

 

Fit fürs  Zertifikat B1
 

Level B1

Coursebook with 2 Audio-CDs
168 pages 201651-6

 

Fit fürs Zertifikat Deutsch
Tipps und Übungen, Niveau B1

Coursebook with Audio-CD
120 pages 051651-3

 

Fit fürs Goethe-Zertifikat B2
Prüfungstraining 

Level B2

Coursebook with Audio-CD
100 pages 001874-1

 
Fit fürs Österreichische 
Sprachdiplom B2 

 

Level B2 

Coursebook with Audio-CD
100 pages 001877-2

Fit für den TestDaF
Tipps und Übungen 

Level B2

A TestDaF exam preparation programme de-

Goethe Institute and the Ludwig-Maximilian-

University in Munich.

Package

Practice Book, 192 Seiten

Key, 20 Seiten

001699–0

    

Fit für die DSH
Tipps und Übungen 

Level C1

Exercise Book with CD
192 pages 001712-6

 

Fit fürs Goethe-Zertifikat C1
Prüfungstraining 

Level C1

Coursebook with Audio-CD
112 pages 001875-8

 

Fit fürs Goethe-Zertifikat C2
 

Level C2

Coursebook with 2 Audio-CDs
136 pages 201875-6

Information and modul formats  

for all exams at

www.hueber.de/pruefungen
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Zwischendurch  
mal ...

 
Target group: teachers wishing to enliven 

classroom teaching with the help of communicative

and task-based activities  

Media:   

to

-

ables for teachers/course tutors (augment 

teaching, provide variation, are informative 

and entertaining)

alongside the coursebook without a great 

deal of preparation

or games providing cultural background 

knowledge

teachers 

Zwischendurch mal ...  
Landeskunde
Level A2 to B1

with commentary and explanations

-

graphs

the Zertifikat Deutsch lists

Photocopiables
104 pages 301002-5

Zwischendurch mal ...  
Lieder
Level A1 to B1

and love songs

prompts for independent text production 

Photocopiables and Audio-CD
48 pages 311002-2

Zwischendurch mal ...  
Spiele 
Level A1 to B1

-

mar, vocabluary, syntax and lots more 

Photocopiables
136 pages 341002-3

Franz Specht / Wiebke Heuer / Silke Pasewalck / Franz Specht / Eduard von Jan / Wilfried Krenn / 

Herbert Puchta / Gerhard Neuner / Werner Bönzli Andrea Hawerlant / Wiebke Heuer / Michaela Luyken / 

Anja Schümann
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Zwischendurch mal ...  
Gedichte
Level A1 to C1

-

prehension

and various speech functions 

Photocopiables
64 pages 351002-0

 

Zwischendurch mal ...  
kurze Geschichten 
Level A2 to B2

listening comprehension

each story, prompts to stimulate text pro-

duction and speaking practice

texts are available online as a free down-

load 

Photocopiables
96 pages 361002-7

 

Zwischendurch mal ...  
Projekte 
Level A1 to B1

shorter and longer teaching projects

with photos

speaking practice, creative work with vo-

cabularies and pictures, text interpretation 

and acting out scenes 

Photocopiables
64 pages 391002-8

Zwischendurch mal ...  
Hören 
Level A1 to A2

texts together with a variety of tasks prac-

tising listening comprehension  

Photocopiables and Audio-CD
80 pages 401002-4

Zwischendurch mal ...  
Wortschatz 
Level A1 to B1 

vocabulary 

Photocopiables
120 pages 421002-8

Rainer E. Wicke

Reineke Fuchs 

is still available at  

www.hueber.de

Rainer E. Wicke
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Deutschland  
entdecken
Eine Quiz- und Sprachreise von Stadt zu 

Stadt

Target group: learners of German aged 12 and 

upwards, level A2 and upwards; for 2-6 players

Duration: ca. 50 minutes

Consists of: 

- board

- 6 counters, 6 marker pins

- 135 city cards

- 165 travel cards

- instructions with vocabulary booklet

Media: 

to

A quiz and language trip through 135 German 

towns and cities for 2 to 6 players from the 

age of 12 upwards.

Using their counters players travel in different 

be reached using the counters are given on 

the city cards. The way to each destination 

is revealed by answering the questions on 

the travel cards. The first player to visit five 

towns or cities has not only learnt a lot about 

German geography, he/she also wins the 

game.

Special features:

-  easy vocabulary practice for learners of 

German and an entertaining pastime for 

German native speakers

-  with ca. 800 questions regarding 

and the German language

-  players become familiar with the geogra-

phy of Germany

-  135 city cards with picture and information 

tables

-  with vocabulary lists in English, French, 

Italian and Spanish

Sprachspiel
  859586-2

 

 

Sprachmemo 
Deutsch
Target group: for beginners wishing to practise 

German vocabulary as well as train their memory 

and powers of concentration

Consists of: 108 cards (54 pairs), instructions of 

how to play and a vocabulary list

Media: 

 

Sprachmemo Deutsch is based on the 

the other players turn over two of the 108 

cards. The matching pairs of cards show on 

one card a photo of an object or an action, on 

the other card a smaller version of the same 

photo together with the relevant word. Each 

player is able to recognise whether the cards 

match even if they don‘t know the word. The 

winner is the one who at the end has found 

the biggest number of matching pairs.

Special features:

-  simple principle, super learning effect 

-  can be played by two players or in larger 

groups

-  the ideal practice tool for learning basic 

vocabulary

-  also trains memory and concentration

-  players at different levels of learning Ger-

man can play together

-  players with little knowledge of German 

can play without help
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Zu Hause
Sprachspiel
  789586-4

 

Unterwegs
Sprachspiel
  799586-1

 

Der Mensch
Sprachspiel
  809586-7

 

Einkaufen, Essen & Trinken
Sprachspiel
  819586-4

 

Schule, Arbeit, Freizeit
Sprachspiel
  829586-1

 

Durch das Jahr
Sprachspiel
  839586-8

 

Sprachmemokoffer mit 6 
Themen
Sprachspiel
  849586-5

 

Könnten Sie 
Deutsche(r)  
werden?

deutschen Einbürgerungstests

Target group: learners of German aged 14 and 

upwards who would like to know more about 

German history, politics and society; for 2 to 6 

players

Consists of: 300 quiz-cards with the original 

standardised questions from the German 

naturalisation test, 1 board, 6 counters, 1 dice, a 

brochure with instructions and the most important 

statistics, dates and facts of Germany, a brochure 

with all 160 questions specific to the German 

federal states

Media: 

 

„How many federal states does the Federal 

Republic of Germany have?“, „What was the 

name of the first German Chancellor?“, „What 

do you understand by the right of freedom of 

movement in Germany?“

The game covers all the original questions 

from the naturalisation test dealing with 

German history, politics and society. Test 

yourself to see if you would pass the German 

naturalisation test. A board with squares 

describing events and a little luck make this 

test into an entertaining parlour game for 2 

to 6 people aged 14 and upwards.

Since the test is not all that easy, an accom-

panying leaflet is provided with a „crib note“ 

containing statistics, dates and facts about 

Germany that one ought to know. Whether 

as a test of general knowledge or as a parlour 

game, with this quiz you can fill any gaps in 

your knowledge or prepare for the naturali-

sation test.

Ein Spiel für 2-6 Personen
  549586-8

Ein Wochenende in 
Berlin

lernen

Target group: learners of German aged 14 and 

upwards, level B1 and upwards; for 2-5 players

Consists of: instructions in German, English, 

French, Spanish, Italian, Polish, Russian, Turkish, 

Chinese, Japanese, Arabic

1 board, 5 starting cards, 50 cards with pictures for 

the most important sights

590 questions in German (with glossary and

explanations of the answers), 5 counters, 1 dice and 

80 chips; format: 23 x 32 x 6 cm

Duration: ca. 60 min. 

Media: 

 

In an entertaining way devoid of any stress 

playing a game with family or friends. A good 

basic knowledge of the language will suffice 

to let anyone take part. Chances of winning 

will not be diminished if participants help 

each other out with any problems of pronun-

ciation or comprehension.

In »Ein Wochenende in Berlin« there are two 

questions on each card. The first question 

is on language for people learning German 

and refers to vocabulary, grammar, phrases 

and sayings etc. The second question tests 

knowledge on a variety of topics relevant to 

Berlin, thus making the game interesting and 

entertaining also for players not particularly 

involved with language learning.

Each player moves through the city on the 

map using his/her counter, aiming to land 

on the pictures of the sights where there are 

questions to be answered in order to collect 

or dispose of picture cards and to earn mo-

ney for taxi, bus and subway fares.



LANGUAGE GAMES

www.hueber.de  ISBN 978–3–19–78

With the right tactics and a little luck with 

the throw of the dice individual players can 

gain an advantage and infuriate their fellow 

participants. Whoever gets rid of their picture 

cards, collects new ones and then returns to 

their starting square wins the game. 

A Language and Travel Game for 2-5 

Players
  659586-4

Wanderwörter.  
Das Spiel

Target group: learners of German aged 14 and 

upwards 

Media: 250 quiz-cards, instructions, dices  

and hourglass; format: 23 x 32 x 6 cm 

If words start travelling, we find German 

words all over the world. The purpose of the 

game »Wanderwörter« is to show us how 

German words have been assimilated into 

other languages and how their meaning has 

changed in the process. And of course the 

other way round, too: where do words that 

have been adopted into German come from 

and how has their meaning changed?

While learning about these migratory words 

and their meanings, up to four players can 

experience any number of surprises and lear-

ners of German can increase their vocabulary 

along the way.

Sprachspiel
  519586-7

QUICK BUZZ –  
Das Vokabelduell - 
Deutsch

Media:    
1 bell, 250 cards with vocabulary and pictures, 

1 list of rules, brochure with vocabulary in 5 

languages (German, English, French, Italian, 

Spanish)
 

Target group: beginners and advanced students; 

for 2-6 players

bis

Think quickly, react quickly, make clever 

deductions – that‘s what »QUICK BUZZ - 

Whoever knows the vocabulary and is first 

to ring the bell wins the card. Each player 

tries to collect as many cards as possible. 

Additional bonus points are awarded for 

certain card combinations. The player who 

with all the collected cards and the possible 

card combinations gets the highest number 

of points, is the winner of the game. »QUICK 

BUZZ« is more than just vocabulary practice 

since powers of concentration and quick 

reactions are also required. 

You can download the instructions 

(free of charge) in eight languages and a 

word list in Arabic, Polish, Russian and 

Turkish at www.hueber.de/sprachspiele

Sprachspiel
  699586-2

Interpol ermittelt - 
Deutsch lernen für 
Krimi-Fans

 

Target group: beginners and advanced students; 

for 2-6 players aged 12 and upwards

Consists of: 30 cards with a summary of the plot 

and facts of the crime on the back,120 

investigation cards describing the suspects and 

their motives, weapons, time, place etc.

1 instruction of how to play and a vocabulary list

Media

bis

Suspense pure: in our whodunnit for learners 

of German as a foreign language the task 

is to solve complicated crimes and find the 

other players form the investigative team. At 

the beginning of each round a case is presen-

ted. The investigators are given investigation 

cards and then try to establish the facts of 

the crime by asking the right questions. If 

they succeed, then the investigative team 

wins. The guilty party wins if they can 

manage to escape, e.g. if they haven‘t been 

convicted after a certain number of investiga-

tion cards have been used.

Sprachspiel
  739586-9
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Sylvia Tobias

Tel. +49 (0)89 - 96 02 - 218
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Alexandra Celary

International Sales Manager

Tel. +49 (0)89  - 96 02 - 278

celary@hueber.de

Wilfried Völker

International Sales Manager

Kirchenstieg 13

21789 Wingst

Tel. +49 (0)170 636 77 58

voelker@hueber.de

Agata Marcinkowski

International Sales  

Coordinator

Tel. +49 (0)89 - 96 02 - 226

marcinkowski@hueber.de

Peter Prokopy

International Sales Manager

Tel. +49 (0)89 - 96 02 -357

prokopy@hueber.de

Claudia Jeschke

International Sales Manager

International Rights Manager

Tel. +49 (0)89 - 96 02 -  231

jeschke@hueber.de

Rosa Madeleine Evans

International Rights Manager

Tel. +49 (0)89 - 96 02 - 285

evans@hueber.de

Nina Seidel-Apelt

International Sales  

Coordinator

Tel. +49 (0)89 - 96 02 - 227

seidel-apelt@hueber.de

Wolfgang Schwetz

International Sales Manager

Tel. +49 (0)89 - 96 02 -311

schwetz@hueber.de

Elisabeth Wachs

International Sales Manager

International Rights Manager

Tel. +49 (0)89 - 96 02 -  231

wachs@hueber.de

Anne Robert

Trainer for German  

Language Teaching

robert@hueber.d

Centre for German as a Foreign Language / 

German as a Second Language

In our showroom you‘ll find not only the com-

also our regional editions and licensed works 

from abroad. 

Teachers and trainers of German as a Foreign 

Language and German as a Second Langua-

ge can take an unhurried look at our latest 

coursebooks and teaching materials and get 

all the information they need.  

Ulrike Schuster 

Helene-Weber-Allee 7

80637 München

Tel. +49 (0) 89 157 71 15

Fax +49 (0) 89 157 63 51

daf-zentrum@hueber.de

www.hueber.de/daf-zentrum

Please arrange a date for your visit before-

hand.

By public transportation

Tram 20 and 21

From the main train station in the direction 

of Westfriedhof or Moosach, get off at 

Goethe-Institut.

Bus 53

From the station Münchner Freiheit, get off at 

Leonrodplatz.

Manuela Köpf

Contact

Hueber Verlag GmbH & Co. KG

Kundenservice

80973 München

Germany

Telephone: +49 (0)89 96 02 96 03

Fax: +49 (0)89 96 02 286

e-mail: kundenservice@hueber.de 

Germany



Become a subscriber to our International 

Newsletter for Distributors and Booksellers!

constantly up to date with news and events, 

giving you the latest information on new 

publications, advertising materials and other 

important innovations of interest to 

distributors and booksellers. 

You can subscribe to the newsletter in English 

as well as in German free of charge. 

It is published up to five times a year.

www.hueber.de/international/newsletter

Hueber Verlag GmbH & Co. KG

Baubergerstraße 30

80992 München

80973 München

Germany

Telephone: +49 (0)89 96 02-0

Fax: +49 (0)89 96 02-354

E-Mail: auslandsvertrieb@hueber.de S
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